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"The role of African nationalism
is different-or should be
different-from the nationalism
of the past. We must use the
African national states as an
instrument for the reunification
of Africa, and not allow our
enemies to use them as tools for
dividing Africa. African
nationalism is meaningless, in
anachronistic, and is dangerous
if it is not at the same time
Pan-African ism." J. K. Nyerere
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Come what may
AT TIMES IT MAY be permissible for a joum'al to say something of itself. As we end
our fifth year ()f, publication, our 47th issue, a word on our past, present and future
seems due.
'

The past was the years of publication in South Africa, when we tried to show
Africa and itself to a South Africa cut off from the continent to the north. Equally
we tried to help plan change' and the system to succeed it. We looked for writersnames like Ekwensi, Soyinka, Ngugi, U Tarn' Si were still new in our early issues.
We tf.ied to dissociate from a Cold War' that 'was and is irrelevant or harmful to
Africa. Potekhin and A. B. Davidson appeared among British and American writers.
We wrote as we pleased.
DISASTER WAS GRADUAL but inevitable. From tributes in Cape Tin'les leaders and
circulation by the all-powerful CNA newsstand chain we slid to police raids, confiscation of whole lssues, a range of attacks to close us short of an image-harming ban.
There was light relief, 'a touch of police-state humour such as when a Special Branch
wag pinned on our door " Moved to Caledon Square" (Security Police HQ) after he
and his men had emptied our office for a prolonged investigation. There was pain too
- victimisation of writers 'and agents, sometimes isolated men in country areas. The
grim techniques of censorship by threats and intimidation. Unhappy far-off things but
the memory revived here should indicate why the problems of our present and future
will not be 'allowed to stop The NeW African where Baas Vorster's hatchet-men failed.
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WHAT ARE THESE PROBLEMS?' Of the present, they have been reorientation to
'an independent African position, when ,all who could run the magazine had left
South Africa, difficulties of publication in a new environment, personal problems
in new lives that had to 'be made in exile, the struggle to reach South Africa, when
The New African and two successors had been banned from importation into the
country. These, even the last, are problem'S which time solves. Solid African b~ses
in East, West and Central Africa have been built. Gaps in Francophone and North
Africa may start to close in 1967. ,As Africa's need to find new directions becomes
more pressing, the magazine grows strong enough to provide another place where they
m'ay be looked for. If the future allows.

THE PROBLEM OF OUR FUTURE is Africa's in microism - how to develop without aid- :...,;i',
that carries strings. We !have been blessed since 1962 with financial support, mainly
from the Congress for 'Cultural Freedom, which has on no occasion tried to influence
our policy. For reasons that are, we accept, not connected with policy, this aid has
dwindled and now ceased. Well-wishers have made survival possible thus far. But
viability is not yet wIthin our grasp. Small circulation means no advertising; no
advertising means 'a deficit; a deficit means no money for development, which, to
close the vicious circle, means small circulation. Money for development must be found
without independence 'being forfeited. Every reader Who believes in the value of an
independent forum for ideas on African political and 'cultural development, for the
creative writers and poets of Africa, for the freedom-fighters whose countries are still
in slavery, for the spread of African non-racial !ideas and values in the third world
and beyond, can 'help to crack this vicious circle by introducing The New African to a
wider circle - to bookshops 'and news-stands, libraries, colleges, governments, and to
individuals. Supplies of order forms ,will be sent to all who wf.ite for them and
commission paid. Help us in every way you 'can.
WE END 1966 WITH MORE than just this appeal for help. We write also to explain that
the problem of 1967 is one of economic survival until the magazine can pay its way.
And to pledge the continued independence of The New African come what may.

Inside
Volume 5 closes with the first of ail important mree-part analysis of Ugandan
politics by the pseudonymous ANDRE DE LA RUE. The s'eries remedies the complaint by
the late DR. CLEM GOODFELLO\V, in a posthumously published review, that" accounts
of modem Africa are too often content to describe spectacular politics personalities,
with on1y fleeting references to their economic and social origins". Taxation in East
Africa is 'a'1so dealt with in depth 'by DR. R. H. GREEN, who is shortly to become
Economic Adviser to the Tanzanian Treasury. Following November''S BrasiHa seminar
reports, RAYMOND KUNENE of the African National Congress considers the UN's future
role 'in the South Afridln revolution. So to the world student movements and their
meaning for the third world ROBERT MCDCNALD, an Australia~ teaching in
Zambia, reports on ISC 12, held in Nairobi, September 1966. More is written of
West African literature than politics - by MOFOLO BULANE, the French West Indian
MARYSE CONDE, and in WILL FRIED FEUSER~S translation from Mali and Senegal poets.
RONALD DATHORNE, of Unesco, Sierra 'Leone, outlines evidence of pre-colonial scripts in
West Africa; in reviews EFFA OKUPA ,write5 of religions old and new, and HOLLIS
LYNCH, biographer of Edward Blyden, o'n the old empires. A -personal view of Nigeria's
hum'an relationships, in t!he n-ation'al hour of tri'al, is given by SUZANNE CRONJE. There
are book reviews by the ~·;,Kenyan KHADAMBI ASALA.CHE and South African MARTIN
LEG'AS SICK.
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The rise
and fall of
Grace Ibingira

GULU

TO

THE

NEW

A study in factionalism,
nationalism and
machiavellianism -in
Uganda politics

CONSTITUTION

1964 at its Gulu Conference, the ruling Uganda People's
Congress elected a new secretary-general, Grace lbingira, a minister
of state in the Uganda government. Backed by the President of
the UPC, Dr. Milton Obote, prime minister of Uganda, Ibingira
ousted John Kakonge by two votes. In the summer of 1965
Kakonge became a specially-elected member of parliament again by two votes. This time, however, he was Dr. Obote'·s
candidate and his opponent was backed by Grace Ibingira.
On February 4, 1966, ·Grace Ibingira led the cabinet in reversing
a key decision of the then absent Prime Minister. The issue was
the handling of corruption and seditious conspiracy charges which
had been brought by the opposition. On the floor of Parliament
only one MP stood against the reversal - John Kakonge.
On February 22, 1966 the police Special Force swooped on
a cabinet meeting and carried five ministers - headed by Ibingira
- into detention. In a series of rapid moves, Dr. -Obote assumed
full powers, suspended the 1962 (Independence) Constitution,
removed the President and Vice-President, and appointed a
Judicial Committee of Inquiry into the corruption charges. On
April 15 a new constitution was announced, immediately endorsed
by Parl'iament, and Dr. Obote elected Executive President of
Uganda, while on April 30 a cabinet and administrative reshuffle
brought in four Junior Ministers and three new faces - including
that of John K'akonge at Economic Planning and Development.
What lis the meaning of this sequence of events? Do they
illustrate, as claimed, Dr. Obote's lust for power and ruthless
disregard for legality? Or is the gradual reinstatement of John
Kakonge - vocally " anti-American" and often accused of being
"the USSR's man" - evidence of a slide into East-aligned
neutralism? Was Grace Ibingira the moderate, pragmatic exponent
of due process and constitutional democracy swept aside by a
wave of one-party absolutism and neo....;M·arxist chauvinism? Or,
again, has the whole spectacle been one of a political machine's
ruthless elimination of its own leaders and of Michel's iron law
of oligarchy?
IN APRIL

o BOT E 's

AND

I BIN G I RA' S

ANDR-E DE LA RUE

p. 0 \V E R

BAS ES

UGANDA POLITICS 1964-66 is not the story of three men. However,
the recurring' trio - Milton 'Obote, (Gra'ce Ibingira, John Kakonge
- do symbolise key strands in the intricate tapestry of Uganda's
political system. Grace Ibingira, still an MP, sometime Minister
of State and UPC secretary-general, at one time appeared a less
intelligent -but more intellectual version of Dr. Obote. More
conservative, aristocratic and cautious than Obote, Ibingira was

AND RED E L A RUE is the pen-name of an -observer of
African affairs, resident in East Africa. Two." Jurther articles
'bring his account of the recent critical Uganda political situation
up to date.

less widely popular but more orientated towards party notables than
his president.
Dr. Milton Obote, Prime Minister and now President, is an
astute and exceedingly able machine politician, and not a charismatic leader. He is a pragmacist and in social outlook a moderate
- at least in African terms. Ideology is not of central concern to
him; the maintenance, consolidation, and use of power are. On
the other hand, Dr. Obote is deeply dedicated to Uganda's unity,
social development, and economic progress. His real concern for
his people's welfare is widely accepted and respected in Uganda.
In political 'tactics, Dr. Obote's pragmatic idealism takes ,the form
of cautious waiting and of quick advance at times of his own
choosing. He allows his opponents to muster strength, to let their
aims become known, to build up internal factions within their own
coalitions, to overextend themselves in grasping for power just out
of reach. Meanwhile, he consolidates strength and removes minor
weaknesses. At times he gives the impression of losing control
over the situation. Then, even as rumours begin to herald his
coming defeat, he moves rapidly and decisively. His immediate
objective attained and. the whole opposition thrown into disarray,
he gains speedy adoption of major changes whose mere proposal
could have cost him his office before the crisis.
President Obote's political power rests on three overlapping
bases: (a) respect 'and trust by a majority of Ugandans in all
dIstricts other than Buganda; (b) regional suppon in most of
Northern Uganda, based on belief held by this economically backward area that he provides an effective force for its development
through state action; (c) majority suppon at the UPC national
delegate level as the man who led the UPC to power and has the
broadest favourable image with the electorate.
As a politician and statesman, the term Machiavellian might
well be applied to President Obote. Not the distorted, diabolical
Machiavel of polemics, although that is his image for a majority
of Buganda. 'Nor even the slick, cynical one-upmanship of The
Prince, that tract written for Caesere Borgia, Duke of the Romagna,
who fell by not following it. Rather Obote acts on the principles
contained in The Discourses: faith in the people not the aristocracy, belief in the necessity of national unification, concern for a
system of operational justice and individual liberty, emphasis on
political timing and thoroughness, recognition that to carry out
high aims one must retain power but that power without aims
beyond its own retention is ultimately unavailing and unretainable.
This image was always somewhat misleading. Ibingira rarely
committed himself on issues unless he could do so in terms that all
major forces felt supported their position. His speeches were
models of platitudes dressed in superficially new and intellectual
language. His forums were the corridors and ante-rooms, not the
market places, of power. His tools were the private conversation
and the mutual special interest, not the public address or the
shared concern for national welfare. In shon Grace Ibingira had
the courage of all the day's popular convictions and the conviction
that more -power should be his.
He and his close :·al.ly - then Vice-President and Kyabazinga
of Busoga - Sir Wilberforce Nadiope, had wide contacts among
the more conservative and· aristocratic U'Pc local notables. Ibingira
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is a Bahima, that is a member of the cattle-raising aristocracy
who ruled the Kingdom of Ankole on watered down Tutsi lines.
He is therefore a Southerner, but not strictly speaking a Bantu.
He and Nadiope were instrumental in convincing Dr. Obote that
Kakonge was a danger to him and in securing his removal in
favour of Ibingira.
Ibingira's support sprang from four sources: (a) the Ankole
'UPC Machine, which he later lost to a commoner who had crossed
the floor from the Democratic Party, Basil Bataringaya, now Minister of the Interior; (b) a collection of ambitious Southern local
and district leaders ,who wanted power and feared what they saw
as Prime Minister Obote's populism; Cc) a coterie of relatively
conservative intellectuals who viewed 'Obote as pedestrian and
lacking in polish and glitter (which most of his speeches are); and
(d) a growing working relationship with Mengo Palace and the
" separatist" Kiganda, aristocracy headed" by the then President
and Kabaka Sir Frederick Mutesa.
Until October 1965 Grace Ibingirawas a Machiavellian of
The Prince. Thereafter, he seems to have become intoxicated by
the nearness of power and forgotten the danger of wounding his
opponent while leaving him the pov"er to strike back at a time
and place of his own choosing.

KAKONGE'S

JOHN KAKONGE,

ROLE

'Minister of Economic Development and Planning,

is a very different man. He is a radical nationalist. Despite his
aristocratic Nyoro background he has no roots there. A professed
"scientific socialist" he has more in common with Yugoslav
revisionism, the quasi-Marxist radicalism of Michael Foot, or the
philosophy of 'African radical social reconstruction enunciated in
vague words and concrete actions by Mwalimu Julius Nyerere and
T ANU, than with Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy. A strong proponent
of East African federation and co-operation, he is well thought
of both in Nairobi and in Dar es Salaam. .
The most striking point about John Kakonge, however, is that
he is basically not a politician either by inclination or natural
ability. As upe Secretary-General (1960-64), he built the mass
base and party structure that won the 1962 elections - a base
Ibingira allowed to erode away within a year of taking office. As
Director of Planning (1963 onward) he supervised the creation of
Work for Progress. He was and is 'an effective -speaker: charismatic
ta mass audiences, studiously grounded and substantive to intellectual ones. No one would deny that John Kakonge has definite
ideas how Uganda should develop in the interest of Ugandans
or that he believes that the political system and political power are
critical to realising them. However, Kakonge has never shown
adequate understanding that to carry out his aims for Uganda he
must hold and use political power nor a fortiori that he, as a
radical and a man with power in his hands, inevitably has political
enemies who seek his downfall.
At Gulu, he might have held the Secretary-Generalship against
Obote and Ibingira had he not believed up to the last moment that
both. were his friends. (He held to this faith despite the warnings
of hIS supporters.) After Gulu he did not fight back. His excursion
into Buganda politics in 1965 like his condemnation of US-'Congo
policy early in that year and of " hired agents of foreign powers"
(Ibingira and 'Co.) in October were fairly clearly in loyal support,
and partly at the behest of, Prime Minister Obote. Apart from his
lonely vote on the Ocheng Inquiry motion and an earlier muddled
and \vithdrawn, criticism of the, Nyoro aristocracy (whom h~
destests as did his father, a member of the puritan Balokale sect
of the 'Anglican Church of Uganda) when such criticism seemed
to attack Obote's Bunyoro supporters, John Kakonge took no
active part in the 1966 political events. i\ man of ideas and ideals
but also of programmes and organising ability, an intellectual by
temperament and ambition if not fully by training nor uniformly
by performance, John Kakonge is not fully a politician. Perhaps
this is largely because he is very unwilling to believe any individual
he knows can be basically hos.tile to his ideals or to him, a noble
illusion but a very dangerous one in political life.

POLITICAL

BACKGROUND

POLITICAL system in which these three men operate (or
operated in the case of Ibingira) is in many respects complex and
confusing and certainly radically different from that of Kenya,
Tanganyika, Ghana, or even Nigeria. Uganda before independence
comprised one strong, separatist national group, namely the
Baganda, and a number of other peoples all to some extent
internally divided. Except for Buganda no district or kingdom
wished to secede from Uganda. All were at least moderately
national in outlook and united in suspicion of the Baganda, original
agents, allies, and beneficiaries of the British conquest. True the
Sebei in the East and the Bamba and 'Bakonjo in the Ruwenzori
foothills of the West had waged near civil wars for separate
districts. Until Sebei had won their district and the BambaBakonjo, while still titularly in the Kingdom of Toro, had direct
Central Government rule replacing that of Mtoro chiefs. In either
case, their object had not been secession from Uganda itself, merely
from Bugisu and Toro respectively
Outside Buganda, nationalist politics had been primarily a
campaign to inherit British power and to ensure that Buganda
remained effectively part of Uganda. Opposition to the colonial
regime was a useful symbol but few seriously believed independence
would be denied or even long withheld. Partisanship turned on
district and clan loyalties, on social groupings and on religion, the
Democratic Party being seen as Roman Catholic, the UPe as
Churc;h of Uganda and, to an extent, Moslem. Thus it was fairly
easy for most wlPs to cross the floor from the DP once it had
lost office.
Factionalism within the UPC was, however, inherent in the
base of the political system, and was strengthened by intellectual
discontent among both radicals and conservatives, at the rate and
direction of progress. A further factor was the quasi-educated,
semi-employed group which crystallised into the UPC Youth
Wing. This had originally been a radical" direct action" group
but was later to fragment into basically Kakonge and basically
Ibingira factions.
Buganda politics centred on the Kabakaship and on Bugandan
autonomy within Uganda. The events leading to the deportation
of Kabaka Sir Frederick Mutesa in 1953 were far more to do
with Bugandan opposition to Ugandan unitarism, as promoted
by the Governor, Sir Andre\\T Cohen, than with anti-British or
anti-Asian nationalism. The 1962 constitution entrenched separate
powers, including indirect election of Buganda central government
MPs by the Buganda Lukiko. This body had a de fa~to majority
of aristocratic Saza chiefs, appointed by the Kabaka, and their
rural, feudal, pocket constituency members.
At and after the 1962 elections the Kabaka's Kabaka Yekka
(yekka==alone) party made an alliance with the UPe'. This was
partly because the KY saw the DP, with its strong Roman
Catholic backing and quasi-populist programme, as a more
immediate challenge in Buganda. In 1963 Sir Frederick became
president of Uganda by parliamentary election. The vice-president,
Sir Wilberforce Nadiope, Kyabazinga of Busoga, was, at least
up to that point, a sharp political foe of the Kabaka's.
[To be continued
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U.N.
and the
South African
struggle

RAYMOND
MAZISI
KUNENE

is such that as they grow
more and more oppressive they employ wide censorship on news
and information reaching the country they control. Since the
advent of the Afrikaner Nationalist party to power, rnore and
more laws have been passed to restrict publications. One reason
for this is the belief that oppressed people will revolt not only
because of the harshness of the laws but also because there is a
collective sense inspiring such revolt. In a vvay this assessment is
correct. All revolutions must by their very nature be a collective
rejection of the oppressive regime'. This sense of collectivity is
achieved not only through a sophisticated underground corI1munication system, but also through a sense of solidarity expressed
by the outside world.
For South Africa, this sense of solidarity has assumed an even
greater importance since the emergence of ..r \frica as a force in
international affairs. This is one of the reasons for the militancy of
the resolutions on colonial affairs passed by international bodies.
The creation of Decolonisation Committees, Trusteeship con11:nittees and others, is a direct result of Africa's participation in UN
affairs. Yet throughout the history of the Ul~, it is the big pOvvers
that have played the decisive role. Indeed the very conception of
UNO was, as it were, an attempt at finding a forn1ula by which
big powers should avoid having to make war in their marauding
through the \vorld. Of course this was dressed up in s\veet language
as representing the high ideals of a united \vorld. That tb,e v/orld
and unity meant the world of big powers is clearly illustn:-tted by
the initial participation of such countries as South !~frica. These
countries, whilst paying lipservice to the ideals of humanity, \vere
in their own countrii~S Inai!1taining vicious and barbaric systfrr.s.
1\ forlnula was found to reconcile these contradictions.
Article 2 Section 7' of the UN Charter states that there shall
be no interference in internal affairs. At the same time a provision
was made in Article 39 of the UN Charter that if any situation
threatens world peace the UN is entitled to intervene. Of course
the definition of a threat to peace was left to the Security Council,
\vhich was and is still controlled by big powers.
TI-fE NATURE OF OPPRESSIVE REGIMES

IN RECENT YEARS THE BIG POWERS have had to evolve ne\v devices
to meet the increasing pressure from the Afro-Asian bloc. Thus
the volume of words condemning apartheid has increased by leaps
and bounds, sometimes reaching such virulent proportions that one
\vould assume a threat to peace was finally defined by the very
intensity of the condemnation. But alas, the hypocrisy of nations
knows no bounds. The very countries that viciously condemn South
. -. \.frica continue supporting her with economic, m-ilitary, and
diplon1atic support. In fact there is evidence that some of t.hese
speeches of condemnation are discussed \vith South Africa before
r:and. Small ,vonder then that she does not take them seriously.
A large number of resolutions have been passed against South
Africa's apartheid and against her colonisation of South \Vest
Africa. Only a few however have been half-heartedly implemented.

is tIle EUTopean representati-ve of the African National Congress of South Africa.

RAY ?vi 0 N D lvi A Z I S I K U 1" E 1'\ E

a post-Brasilia assessment
of the relevance of the
world body to a revolution
that must be made by the
people themselves

Of these the most relevant is the resolution against the supply of
arms to South Africa. Britain, whilst giving the impression' that
she is implementing the resolution, continues in fact to provide
military cover to South Africa, and to supply spare parts. The
resolution itself has lost its meaning since South Africa has, with
the help of big powers, built her own industries for military
equipment. This is often achieved through the granting of a
licence or with the co-operation of a third country which is not
implementing the resolution. The building of. the engines for
the Macchi 11 in Italy by a joint Anglo-Italian firm is a case
in point. France, Germany and Italy continue their military
dealings with South Africa uncensored by the very UN that
pressed the resolution.
There are other resolutions, of course, which have been carried
out, but on the whole they are of an innocuous character. The
Ul'~ assembly resolutions present no serious threat to the powers
violating UN rules so long as those powers have the support
of the big powers. This has been very clearly demonstrated in
the re~olutions concerning South Africa's violations. I-Io~.v can a
small state of this size defy the UN without the support of those
powers vvith a stake in the maintenance of the status quo? Britain,
France and the lJS:A are the most violent opponents of sanctions
and yet they never cease to condemn apartheid. We can reach
only one conclusion, that no UN action is possible with a charter
o.pen to 'so many interpretations and a structure so heavilv loaded
in favour of big powers.
"
S!,1ALL \VONDER THAT OTHER NATIONS find their roles are no more
than the exerting of pressure. The ~ffectiveness of thi's pressure
depends entirely on whether the big powers can afford to shift
their position or whether the shifting of position is politicallY
beneficial to their international positon. Furthermore in times o~f
great crisis tnle alignments en1erge outside the UN. The Congo
UN operation was bungled by big powers: not only did they
carry on round-table conferences outside the UN but also used
the UN force as an instrument of their own policies.
I t is clear also that the South African governnlent is no exception
in the operations of these manoeuvres. It may well be asked,
therefore, whether the South African liberation movement, which
by its very nature is acting contrary to the interests of the big
powers, can possibly expect to appeal to the Ul'-J?
'-To answer this question one must look carefully at the Ineanil1g
of revolutionary action. It can only be so called if it tak~s into
consideration all factors favourable to its goals. The present-day
political alignments are such that no serious revolutionary organi~a
tion can ignore their relationship to the purpose of its operations.

SINCE THE UN IS THE GREATEST single asselnbla;:;e of nations, it is
urgent and necessary for a revolutionary n10ven1ent to Inake its
demands within the available facilities of this body. But it errs
if it puts all its hopes on such intervention. In fact it is doubtful
if UN intervention can ever be the solution of the problems besetting the oppressed. In SOlue cases UN intervention has deprived
the oppressed of their victory, as in the Congo..A,t the same tirl1.e,
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to ignore this assemblage would be utter folly. The UN in taking
up issues presented by the liberation movement crystallises the
alignments and isolates those powers whose intentions are sinister.
'"This is exactly what has happened in the debates about sanctions
against southern Africa, be they military or economic.
It is also within the U
that sympathetic countries get their
briefing about the dimensions of the problem. It is clear that nations
act only when they are confronted with the full reality of the
problem facing other countries. Yet it is wrong for any liberation
movement to put all its trust in an amorphous body such as the
UN. Its importance is only in so far as it is part of a "vhole
series of international drives to swing \;vorld opinion to its side.
For world opinion has two most important effects on the liberatory
forces. First it isolates the enemy politically and puts supporting
powers in an identical position with the policies and practices of
the enemy country. Secondly its effect is to boost the morale of
those seriously fighting the enemy, thus creating for the liberation
forces a worldwide context for their actions.
l\.lany a revolution has slowed up almost to a halt by its
isolation. If a revolution is in essence an action carried out by a
whole people, it is necessary to recognise that the dictates of

revolutionary organisation involve revolutionary zeal, realities
of disillusionment, real,ities of mental isolation, etc. For these
reasons also, the UN, in spite of its feeble position, can be used
to benefit the South African revolutionary effort. This does not mean
that the country must be sold to the UN or to South African
liberals, who will be only too happy to see a partial victory.
The battlefield for the South African revolution is neither in
Britain, France nor the~ UN, but in South Africa itself. The fact
that the UN has failed to carry out the terms of its resolution on
South Africa constitutes no great catastrophe. The only catastrophe will be the failure of our revolution in South Africa and
it can never fail if we ourselves resolutely take up arms to effect
our O\\7n victory.
Needless to say, no revolution is true revolution that depends
for its success on intervention from outside. Ideologically and otherwise it must reflect the history of the South African struggle.
N or can non-violence, an ideology of the weak, and strongly
favoured by those with a stake in the country, be the answer.
In this sense then, UN is irrelevant to our struggle for it can
neither provide arms with which we must fight nor can it truly
reflect our ultimate goal.

loyalty to principles is touching. But, one might
ask, is not the more balanced part of the P AC
programme taken (with precious little thanks)
from the earlier programmes of the ANC, from
which the PAC hastily, petulantly and impatiently broke away?
I am glad, sir, that I didn't meet Nkoana by
chance, for perhaps if I had he might have
accused me of writing dle -articles that Nkoana
thinks are so wicked. Why should Micha~l
Harmel- or anyone else - have to account to
Nkoana? Why should Nkoana think it so sinister
that Michael Hannel meets the attacks with a
silence that many of us would 'call restrained and
dignified?
South Africa does tend to encourage paranoia.
Exile also encourages it. I wish that The New
African would do sometl1ing to discourage it
by giving the noisy Nkoana a rest. - L. BLOOM
Depa1·tment of Psychology~ University College
of South Wales and Monmouthshire, Cathays
Park, Cal'diff

Future of KPU
SIR,-While agreeing with M. D. Odinga's
democratic sentiments, I must protest at his
unwarranted assertion that "his present policies
could safely carry J aramogi Oginga Odinga
into State House". Throughout the "little
general election", 'KANU had easy or resounding victories on a provincial basis except in
Central N yanza and M'achakos districts. Yet
even in KPU's Central Nyanza stronghold, out
of 244,027 registered voters only 55,014 supported KPU - and all rhis at a time when KPU
was a "nine-days' wonder ". It is now a spent
force, whose offer of " free things" to the people
of Kenya ha s been dismissed by them. P.G. Kisumu
L. MATHENGE

The ,4frican Communist
SIR,-Really one wonders where one is. Vorster
and Nkoana both industriously ferreting out the
Reds from beneath the Beds. And The New
African again embarking on its highly-equivocal
anti-left line.
Unlike Nkoana I found the articles in The
African Contmunist about the origins and
policies of P AC sober, remarkably balanced
(considering the intemperate attacks by PAC
upon practically everyone), sensible and accurate.
Nkoana's concern about Nelson Mandela's

[Mr. Nkoana writes: "The so-called South
Af"ican c left ~ ought to be quite pleased with
me for exploding the myth of a Cleft' in White
South Africa, a myth which has been assiduously built up by Vorster. Will Mr. Bloom
pe1'haps care to explain why anyone who writes
such C sensible and accurate ~ articles should so
obviously lack the courage of his convictions,
alld write under a pseudollyrn? Mr Bloon'z's ignorance abollt political trends in South Africa
is pathetic. His allegation that the PAC lifted
ANC policies is without foundation. But let an
entry in MandellaJs diary written during the last
stages of his visit abroad, shortly before he was
betrayed and arrested, give the lie to Mr Bloom's
claims and also substantiate the main basis of
nzy argUi71ellt in the article in question: (The
P:lC has started off with trenzcndous advantages
ideologically: and has skilfully exploited opposition to Whites and partnership. Sharpeville
boosted thent up alld1l nthnen stand of their
leaders, i1nprisonnzent of Sobukwe, fostered the
belief that they were 1nore l1tilitallt than the
ANC. In the PAFMECSA area the Nobel
Peace Award to Chief Luthuli has created the
inzpressioll that Luthuli has been bought by the
if' est. . . . LuthlfliJs boo/?' and sonle of his
,tareJ.;lfnts ha'i..-'e 'l.'i" ated an i'Jl pressioll of a nzan
v.,!7o is a stooge of the ~V'hites.' JJ - EDITOR]
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Under slavery
SIR,-I would like to thank you and your company for mailing Frontier to me. I am very
grateful because Frontier gives me more knowledge about the development of other countries,
and very glad of your support in our great
struggle for the liberation of African people
who are under slavery. Hoping for your support
until we achieve freedom. (Name and address
withheld)
Johannesburg

SIR,-I most sincerely thank you and your
organisa tion for your kindness. I hope you
will convey my th'anks to the well-wisher who
so kindly came to my aid. Since I was banned
I have had no other book or letter sent to me.
I will be only too 'happy to know who the wellwisher is but please do not force the issue if it
has to :be that way. I now need the previous
issues of Frontier and if possible a sample issue
of The New African. Is it possible to obtain
them through you? Wishing you and your
organisation a bright future for the work you
are doing. (Nanle and address withheld)
Durban NOTth
[The well-wisher's name has been sent, 'with his
pennission. The New African is banned in South
Africa so will not be sent. - EDITOR]

SIR,-While we appreciate the kindness of the
unkno~Nn well-wisher who has been sending us
the magazine Frontier~ and find some of the
articles very interesting, there are others which
seem likely to attract the unfavourable attention
of the South African authorities; and having
already had to face one charge of being in
illegal possession of a banned book, I do not
wish to run any further risks in this direction
and should therefore prefer not to receive this
magazine. (Nanze and address withheld)
Port Elizabeth

[Possession of Frontier does not constitute an
offence though for the recipient to distribute it
might do so if the particular issue contained
articles by banned persons. - EDITOR]
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The arrogance
of ability

THE 12TH INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CONFERENCE elSe) met in Nairobi, Kenya, from
9 to 27 August and brought together representatives of National Unions of Students in
over sixty countries. I t was significant,
apart from anything else, in being the first
maj or conference to be staged in an independent African state by either of the two
international students' organizations - the
other being the Communist-dominated
International Union of Stucents, IUS) although the 7th ISC had met in preindependence Nigeria.
To say that the IUS is "Communistdominated" is immediately to suggest that
the ISC might be Western-dominated: and
it is a charge that seems to me to be equally
valid. Since 1950, when the ISC split from
'the IUS on grounds of excessive Soviet
influence, the two organisations have, in
general, pursued their respective partisan
lines with a single-minded stolidity unworthy of the students they allegedly
represent.
During the last fe\v years - and especially at the 11th ISC and the 8th IUS
Congress (both held in 1964), the two
bodies have given every appearance of being
frozen immovably in the postures of a Cold
War that is fast receding on the international scene itself. The major achievement of the 12th ISC was that it both
recognised this situation and began to move
beyond it.
Relations between the delegates to the
Conference and the group of Observers
from the IUS \:vere more friendly and constructive than anyone would have dreamed
possible at the bleak Conferences of 1964,
in cold 'Christchurch and even colder Sofia.
Time and time again in ,Nairobi speakers
urged an end to Cold War claptrap and
time and again the 'Conference demonstrated
its warm approval of these sentiments. The
Resolution on Universal Student Co-operation (i.e. ISC-IUS relations) that was
eventually passed was felt by many to be
the first sincere statement on this subject
that an ISC has ever made - and it was
welcomed as " constructive and much better
than we had hoped for" by the IUS
Observers.
This new and more genuine movement
towards rapprochement within the international student community was reflected
most clearly in the prevailing climate of

A report on
the twelfth
International
Student Conference

the Conference's political discussions. Inevitably, of course, there were divergences of
opinion) but for the most part these were
less frequent, less serious and less divisive
than have been the divergence at any silnilar
students' conference in the last fifteen years.
The change vvas perhaps most striking in
the outspoken positions adopted by Unions
such as those of Canada and Australia,
which had previously been notable for varying degrees of conservatism. (These and
similar " defections" had the side-effect of
leaving the National Union of Students of
England, Wales and Northern Ireland
stranded as the sole remaining anachronistic
adherent to the apolitical concept of "students as such". Ludicrous or painfuldepending on one's viewpoint.)
On many major questions the 'Conference
was unanimous in supporting progressive
and radical resolutions. Particularly pleasing
was the united acclaim with which the
Conference: demanded the immediate use
of force in order to free Zimbabwe; reviled
the World Court decision on South West
Africa, and urged the revoking forthwith of
South Africa's mandate; and gave vehement
support to the revolutionary struggle in
Angola and Mozambique. Other issues
which produced similar unanimity of out-look were South Africa; the Dominican
Republic; Aden; Haiti; Morocco; and Iran.
In fact, apart from the Arab-Israeli
question (which, for most delegates, constituted a special and non-ideological problem of arduous complexity rather than
heated involvement), the only major political debate of the Conference centred on the
Vietnam War - and even here the division
of opinion ultimately came down to t\VO
points only. These were: (a) whether strictures on "foreign involvement" in South
Vietnam should be applied to North Vietman as well as the USA and her allies, and
(b) whether withdrawal of foreign troops
should come before or after the commencement of negotiations for a settlement. On
the other major issues in Vietnam (immediate cessation of hostilities; US culpability;
urgent need for the free election of one
government for the whole of reunified Vietnam; etc) there was general agreement.
IT J\.iIGHT BE CONCLUDED, on the basis of
the broadly radical political concensus thus

ROBERT
McDONALD

In both Ise and IUS the
developed countries dominate,
imperilling their movements'
relevance for the third world if
the povver structure does not
change

achieved, that the 12th ISC was a successful and satisfactory gathering. But, from
the point of view of the developing countries, and especially oJ Africa and her
students, it was very Jar indeed from being
satisfactory. "Politics is about power"and so is student politics; and, in terms of
the ISC power-structure as it now exists
after the 12th 'Conference, the developing
countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America
have as little control, as little effective
po\ver, as ever - in other words: precious
little.
As an organisation the I se rerrlains securely dominated by what has COIYle to be
knovvn as the "leading group" - i.e. the
\vealthy, highly-organised students' unions
of Western Europe, North America, and the
'" old" British 'Commonwealth. The resilience of this group is remarkable - and is
closely parallelled by the very similar resilience of the Soviet and Eastern European
students' unions in their dominance 0'£ the
IUS power-structure.
In practice the controlling of the IS C by
students from the developed countries is
kept as inconspicuous as possible, for obvious reasons. Whenever they can be managed more or less token concessions are
gladly made - for example the appointment of a Nigerian as Chairman of the
Nairobi 'Conference. But the crunch comes
with the elections. Each ISC elects the
following: seven full-time administrative
officers; eleven students' unions to be members of the Supervision Com_mittee (the
ISC's highest authority between 'Conferences); and five student leaders to make up
the ISC's political wing, the Research and
Information Commission (RIC). All of these
hold office for the two-year period between
one Conference and the next.
As a result of the elections at the 12th
ISC, power 'for the next two years has been
lodged very firmly in the hands of the
Western Europeans and the" white" Commonwealth vlith a few inclusions from
amongst the developing members of the
Commonwealth and the more conservative
nations of Latin America. The new Supervision Committee is made up of: Canada,
Malaysia, Britain, 'Ghana, Costa Rica,
Australia, Kenya, Sweden, El Salvador,
Switzerland and 'Angola - i.e. 55% Commonwealth, a fact which prompted some of
the less "reliable" delegations to give a
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derisively spontaneous rendition of "God
Save the Queen" when the election results
were announced! Similarly the twelve individuals elected either as full-time officers or
members of RIC included six from the
Commonwealth and four from the USA or
Western Europe.
NOW, I AM NOT SUGGESTING that this
dominance of the ISC by developed Western
nations is the result of a deliberately-pursued policy of neo-colonialism. In large
measure I believe it to be inevitable - for
the present. But this is no reason for
accepting the situation on anything other
than a temporary basis; or for being happy
with it.
Basically the problem is one of resources.
For a students' union to reach the level of
viability where it is producing experienced,
well-trained) student leaders who are capable of going on to take positions in an
organisation like ISC or IUS, it must have
considerably more money than any students'
union in a developing country can possibly
have. It must be able to employ its top
officers on a full-time basis; it must be
able to send them overseas to seminars and
conferences; and it must be at the centre
of a real and comprehensive programme of
activities in the country in question, such
that large numbers of students are being
given the opportunity to test their patentialities. For developing countries this is the
stuff of dreams.
Because of this situation the developed
nations, in the ISC and the IUS alike, suffer
from an over\vhelming arrogance of ability.
They assume because they are in the fortuitous position of turning out nearly all of
the capable student leaders that therefore
they have the right to dominate indefinitely;
and they seerrl to believe th2 t by adopti~:.g
radical political positions they vvill be able
to preserve inviolate the status QUO \.vithin
the po\ver-structures of the two- organisations. The sooner they realise that this is not
so, the sooner \vill the ISC and the IUS
con1e to represent in then1-selves the lofty
sentiments wllich they so regularly endorse.
Until the situation changes, however,
both the ISC and the IUS will continue
to be of minimal relevance to the third
\vorld, except in the crudest sense as sources
of patronising "aid". Perhaps what is
needed is some reciprocal aid - in the form
of mass-distribution to student leaders in
the developed countries (both Western and
COlnmunist
of tbe works of Frantz
Fanon.
/
-.
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"The use of a few strokes"
o. R. DATHORNE

what is known of the forms of vJriting in the
old Africa is merely a pointer to the
possibilities of what may have been

IT \VAS ~N 1~th Janua~, 1849 that LieuteI~
ant F. t. Forbes excItedIv v/rote to .t._~S
con1n1anding Officer:
-

Si,." - It hc.s fallen to P'l'y lot to r/i'c:;]
a discovery of such iJnportance to / ;'.?
civilisf3tion of Africa" that I QP! 1]7::. ;;0'.':.':
mv O:7JJrl profession shoulc! bt·.'{!:r ~/:"c .hor:ol~r tl!ot £t 1:Yl,a-v deserve.
The clisco;;ery consists of a ,"!{}yiUcn
lan?uage of the ]-;)houetic order.
I-Ie \vas later to add in a lecture tha t he
gave to the R,oyal Geographical Society:

It 'Nill be observed t..l)at the Janguage
is or the Phonetic order; that the' chara'~
ters are not symbolical and, according to
mv teacher; it vias invented te:l or tive~'tty
years ago ... by eight men.
.
But it \vas I{ijelle, a German rnissioTI2.ry
stationed in Sierra I .. cone, \;vho vvent more
thoroughly into the matter. He first sp~nt
five months in Liberia and recorclpd conversations that he had ,vith the svpposecl
inventor of written Vai -- Doalu Bukele.
~oelle says that Bukele died of sleeping
SIckness at for4-y, that he was assisu'd in his
invention by five other people and that
Bukele saw it all in a dream in \vhich D.
vvhite man explained the advantages of vvriting to hiD1. Yaelle added that they ~7rou~
"with pens of reed" and they m2.~{e their
ink from. a special type of leaf. There were
215 different ~,yl1ables, the \vriting \VriS fraIn.
left to right 2~nd it was dependent on neither
Pirabic nor I.atin. In another book vvritten

five years later he added that the script ,!Vas
" independent, original, syllabic and phonetic." H ~re he pointed out that there v/ere
original signs which originated in picture
\vriting such as signs for" to die" and" to
kill" \vhich yvere represented by a withered
tree and branches; in addition there were
sif)1S, probably due to the addition of
diacritical marks. For instance the sign for
" Inother" was the fan1iliar encircled dot
\vhich IZoelle felt indicated the child in the
\vomb.
The actual age of the WrItIng is not
to a great deal of dispute. Delafosse
argues quite plausibly that the script was
most likely with the Vai before the Islamic
invasion; if not they would most certainly
have used the Arabic script. He feels that
the probable date could be as early as the
beginning of the sixteenth century, and there
is some support for this. For thou£!h
~1igeood feels that the Vai only settled in
Liberia in 1700, there is anlple evidence
to support Kup that there \vas a movement
of the Vai from Sierra L.eone after tbe defeat of the troops of the Songhai eI~pire in
1590 bv the Sult2.11 of i\tlorocco. It is not
svrprising therefore that P. E. Hair, in an
article "An early seventeenth - century
vocabulary of Vai ", added that " a vocabulary of Vai had been collected and printed
t\VO centuries earlier under another name.".
It'is more than possible that these attempts
on the part of Europeans to reduce Vai to a
written form might have stimulated indigenous interest to attempt the same. This '-'was
s~lbj ect
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not, as Johnston has claimed, "clumsy adaptations of Roman letters or of conventional
signs employed by Europeans" but rather as
Klingenheben has suggested, a development
from the "ancient and imperfect mode of
indicating conceptual contents by pictures
into the phonetically perfect system of
syllabic writing." Vai was a developed form
of writing which was widely used and which
contained a literature.

A DEVELOPIv1ENT ON THE VAI \vriting, but
with some outside influence, was a form of
writing kno\vn in the Cameroons. Actually
there were two types, one in the area of
Bagam and the other, the more elaborate,
near Bamum. The Bagam script \vhich is
the written form of the Eyap language has
been summarily dismissed by L. W. C.
Malcoln1 as "imitations or perversions of
Roman capitals or else of the trade marks
stencilled on the goods of European traders." But Bamum \vriting is given more
respectability - it is said that it was invented by a Cameroonian chief, Njoya.
During his father's reign Hausa traders introduced him to books in Arabic which
interested him, and he determined to experiment with some form of writing. According to Dugast and Jeffreys it was bet\veen 1895 and 1896, when he \vas thirty,
that he produced his first alphabet, \vhich
was pictographic and had over 500 signs.
He went on improving and about 1900 reduced it to 437 signs.
I-lis third attempt was partly syllabic and
had 380 signs. He was encouraged in his
efforts (to what extent it is not known) by
the Basel missionary, Gohring, and in 1910
he produced his sixth alphabet which was
fully syllabic. He had by then reduced his
signs to 80, and had added 10 numerals;
all resemblance to pictographic writing had
completely disappeared. His final alphabet
was his seventh in which he reached the
phonetic stage.
Another version is that Nj oya, \vhen he
became chief, called a number of \varriors
together as a result of a dream. He gave
each one the task of inventing a sign for
every monosyllable in the language and
a series of signs for polysyllables. He then
made a selection, bought slates from the
n1issionaries, gave them to his subjects, and
started to instruct them. It is said that he
wrote letters to his pupils, kept his accounts
and recorded important events. Several
manuscripts survive, of \vhich one is the
history and customs of the Barn.um, another
on religion, a third on medicine and a fourth
in the form of a map of the country. Whatever may be the truth of the actual contribution by Njoya, it would seem again
likely that he merely improved on a well
known form of writing which had been
extant for a long time. Gelb adds that the
syllabary now consists of 70 signs which
are "showing certain tendencies towards
alphabetisation." Bamum, like Vai, would
seem to have been indigenous and to have
gained some measure of development from
the ingeniousness of an individual.

a number of scripts
which are worthy of attention, but it is not
known, with the exception of the most
important, ho\v far it would be correct to
regard them as "indigenous." The exception is Nsibidi, used in the Calabar area of
Eastern Nigeria, a form of writing perfected
by the Ekpe Secret Society and probably
dating from the seventeenth century. The
extent to which several other such scripts
might have survived in Africa can only be
guessed at; so, for instance, quite by chance
at a court trial in 1931, the fact emerged
that there was a developed form of writing
in another part of Eastern Nigeria. This
script had 32 symbols. When it was first
used people wrote on sand, leaves, and trees
and later on paper, a.fter the coming of the
missionaries. Similarly there exists a booklet,
obviously intended for church use, which
has an alphabet of 32 large and small letters.
This script is used for the commandments
of the church, although Roman letters were
employed for the rest of the book, which
contained extracts from Genesis and Exodus.
With regard to N aibidi it must be said
that the signs appear fairly conventionalised,
consisting mainly of bent or straight lines
in a number of combinations. Originally
these Vlere cut or painted on slit paltn leaf
stalks. This writing could be used to record
a court case, for instance, and McGregor
has written:
IN NIGERIA THERE ARE

I have in my possession a copy of the
record of a court case from a town on
the Enion Creek taken down in it, and
every detail, except the evidence, is most
graphically described the parties in
the case, the witnesses, the dilemma of
the chief who tried it, his sending out
lllessengers to call other chiefs to help
him, the finding of the court and the
joy of the successful litigants and of
their friends are all told by the use of a
few strokes.
From the N sibidi "sketch" McGregor
carefully works out the precise details of
meaning. But he vr'ould seem to be emphasising the ability of N sibidi to communicate
in a spasmodic kind of \vay - in parts
rather than as a whole.

be apparent that it is
quite wrong to say that \vriting, or for that
matter a written literature, did not exist in
Africa. As has been shown, \vriting existedwriting that was not unrelated to literature
and which was pictographic. Side by side
with this existed highly developed forms of
\vriting \vhich \vere in some cases applied
to literature. \Vhat has been considered
here is by no nleans exhaustive; it is merely
a pointer to possibilities. But it has been
shown that prehistoric representations, pictographs and developed alphabets exist with
one another, and are an indication of the
imaginative ability of the African to rise
above the temporal impositions of his world.
His art is a unity of time.
BY NO·"V IT SHOULD
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SOUNDS FROM
A GREAT SILENCE.

Notes on
West African:
Literature
in French
I

MARYSE CONDE

undoubtedly a thing of the
past to talk of African literature in the
French language. In effect, since the chain
of semi-independence which followed the
real independence of Guinea in 1958, very
little of value has been written in Francophone A!frica. This fact is something of a
surprise, coming after a veritable literary
outburst in the 'Cameroun, Senegal, and the
Ivory Coast - not to mention the forenlnning works of L. S. Senghor, associated with the Negritude movement.
I t is true that African literature has been
essentially a literature of crisis, the expression of ca conflict. The Alfrican writer was,
by definition, a colonised person, living in
a colonial society and reacting to colonial
oppression. Whether he painted only the
outward forms 'of this oppression, whether
he rebelled against them, or whether he
tried to avoid these forms by dreaming of
love or death, the centre of his work was
colonialism.
Must we then conclude that since independence and semi-independence put an
end to colonialism and brought peace, happiness and prosperity, our writers shut up
- as people who are happy have nothing
to talk about? The answer is quite decidedly: No. The causes of malaise and conflict in Aifrica have by no me'ans disappeared
vvith independence (it seems in fact that
they have been multiplied) and the reasons
for saying something should all be there.
Would it then be true that the generation
which wrote Mission Terminee or Le Vieux
"}.legre et la Medaille or Le Regard du Roi
have become too directly involved in these
new conflicts, and thus, compromised and
incapable of transcribing them into a literary
work? It would perhaps be difficult for a
minister or an ambassador to make pronouncements on the neo - colonialist or
oppressive political situation of his country.
Or, is it perhaps that the young generation,
still bogged down by the mystique of a
chief and a leader does not dare to say quite
plainly that nothing has changed, and thereIT IS TODAY

M R S. M A R Y SEC 0 N DE, a French
West Indian, was educated at the Sorbonne, lived in Guinea, and is now Head
of the French Department of the Ghana
Institute of Languages.
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fore keeps quiet and waits? It is in any case
superficial to pretend that the socio-political
turmoil which ranges across Africa does not
favour literary creation. These worlds where
"things fall apart" without automatically
assuming new forms could give rise to a
literature of chaos, the portrait, one might
say, of a world, partly unfamiliar and thus
disturbing, rising from this confusion. The
fact is that in Francophone Africa there is
no Chinua Achebe.

IT \VOULD PERHAPS be long-winded and
pointless to catalogue the reasons why there
is silence in the literary quarters of the
French-speaking African. We may thus
proceed to discuss African literature in
French as it exists today.
In prose as in poetry, the essential theme,
as we have said, is the revolt against colonialism. But the forms which this revolt
now takes are more complex. First of all,
there is the purely passive reaction. This
amounts to nothing more than the affected
portrayal of typically African custo:n s,
opposed consciously or unconsciously to the
customs of Europe, the great Destroyer. If
some of the contemporary ,vorks resemble
old-fashioned fables (viz. Karim d'Ousmane
Soce Maimouna d'Abdoulaye Sadji), they
do not any less represent the de ire to reevaluate despised local traditions and personality. At the risk of creating displeasure
or even shocking, I would say that under
this category we should ShOVl a relative
interest in L'enfant "f\loir of Camara La re.
His idealised Guinea never existed. What
Laye was familiar \vith was as in the c. '"'e
of everybody else, an Africa ravaged bv
coloniali m. i\1.r. Laye's pages of description of the ,vork 6f his father, of the manifold tasks of his mother, of the ritual of
circumcision of the countryside read like
selected passages which recapture a whole
vork a" if the author was \vriting a pL.J~ce
to a future anthology.

SECO.D ST.,GE of this r~volt is the
ravages of coloniali m in a given societ .
This is the most frequent literary form.
From d'Abdoulaye Sad·ji, we move -through
to Cheikh H8midou Kane, bypassing the
great C. meroonians Mongo Beti and F.

Oyono. These writers portray for us human
beings made absolutely ridiculous, hideous
and pitiable by the colonial drama. Clearly
the difference between the first two writers
is great. The universe of d'Abdoulaye Sadji
is a small one. His Senegalese mulatress is a
very small person, preoccupied with the
colour of her skin and obsessed by her
desire to marry a white man, eventually to
have fairer descendants. Never behind her
pitiful story is there drawn the grandeur of
a people led to dislike itself.
The works of d'Abdoulaye Sadji are only
vaguely alive. There is no comparison between them and the works of Mongo Beti
and F. Oyono. The weapons of these last
t\\ 0 are irony and humour. I prefer Le
Pauvre Christ de Bomba (Oyono) to Mission Terminee (Beti), the first work being
a biting satire, an unequivocal denunciation
of the religious and sentimental falsehoods
which are made to cover up economic
oppression. In the same \-vay, I prefer Le
Vieux egre et la A1.edaille to V·ie de Boy)
the o~d Meka receiving his ridiculous medal,
being more human than Toundi examining
his n- \stress over the edge of his glasses.
Tonetheless, these two writers give a measure of implication and nuance to the
colonial drama.
One may be surprised that I mention
alol1 side these two writers the name of
Chei 1 h l-fan ido1 Kane. throl1f.?;h \-vhon.. n~o
colonialism made such a resou~ding success.
The 'fact is that however irritating the side
h~ took to ma"e an epic of his Aven ture
Ar1lyiaUt~ \\,j.th its ra ~p of stereot r e
ch3.racters (the Master':"- the Great R·oyalt
with its verbose evocation of an exclusively spiritual dralua - Fulani chi fs
forc cl to adopt the way of the 'X'estho vever negative and nebulous his conclupion is (the murder of the hero by a madman and the dialocrue with an omni. resent
God), Hamidou Kane experiences no less
the f t lhar the t!~'!edv _., ~ h 0, ~.s un is
that of two civilisations: nvo cult~res m~ t'ng i1 an u ..~C! al C !llhDt ,l0(-t. ~; h~rc o . . e
at' :h p t'A 0 i~ faulty.

T~~~

TAGE of the revolt shol Id be
the revolt its.Jf, that is, the direct denu ciaion of a situation which should ot exist~
th portra~ a1 of the strl1g le ~ :ai!l:S~ it:

THE TI-fIRD

'The only example of this is Sembene Ousmane's Les Bouts de Bois de Dieu. This
work is an isolated phenomenon. It is the
story of a strike in the old Sudan, started by
the men and supported by the women and
ending in a popular victory. The book of
S. Ousmane which followed, L'Harmattan)
did not fulfil the promise of his first book.
One has to deplore the appearance of the
very traditional \vhite woman, intervening
to pose the problem (really dated today
except Jor an Afro-American and West
Indian minority) of the mixed marriage.
The \veakness of this third stage is not
specifically an African phenomenon, but a
general literary one. Outside Russian literature, one can find few examples of authors
echoing the armed or unarmed struggles of
the ordinary people. 1'his is the domain of
journalism, or otherwis it is necessary for
the stor outlining the struggle to imbue it
with an epic nature. In this category, one
has to list D. T. Niamc Soundjata ou
I'Epopee Mandingue. Could this perhaps
be called the first African historical novel
in French? The story certainly maintains
the senli-le a endary flavour or the griot
recitals.

FRE CH-SPEAKI G AFRICAN poets are numerous. Many of them believe that sincerity
of emotion is the only precondition to the
writing of valuable literary work. We could
quote B. Dadie or B. Diop. But the greatest
French-speal ing African poets are without
doubt Leopold Senghor and David Diop.
Senghor belongs to the first stage, that
of passive revolt. Even the word revolt, in
its passive form, causes some surprise ,vhen
applied to the poet-president, so I must
explain that I take revolt in this sense to
mean '"' n a\vareness on the pan of the
writer that his country and people constitute an original entity. (But, vvould this not
constitute one of the definitions of earitude ?)
" Elephant of Mbissel hear my pious
prayer
Grant me the burning knowledge of the
great doctors of Timbuctoo,
Grant me the will of Sonni Ali, son of
the froth of the lion
.
- a tidal wave in its conquest of a
continent.
B eathe on me the wisdom of the Keitas."
Senghor is a great poet a very great
poet, even if one has to deplore in his
works rh , e18.boration of his political obedience and hi th,.or_ of the complimentary
nature of the races (Emotion is ours as
Reason is
.11 nic). Yet no O~.1e etter than
he ha~ sho, n the power to paint Africa in
grand 0 ltline~ to ~ive orne inkling of its
lost beautyj and to retriev ·ts noble strain.
David Diop belongs to the third sta. e,
that of direct r volt. His poetr is m~ant
to df~ f~,. t1.~ 8:- .( rurns. Pis r;. ith_., i
tha t of war-drums. It is not peculiarly AfriC2 n. It is an expre sion of revolt among all
the colonised peoples.
(T?·o11."!af?d by 0 .!IP,c! ;.'\.a:·~l'ille
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THOMAS RAHANDRAHA

OUOLOGUEM YAMBO

Madagascar

tVlal1
People think I'm a cannibal
but you know the way people talk
People see my red gums but who has got
I 'white ones
() Hail the tomatoes
LC)

I

Z People say that far less tourists are coming

lJJ but you know
0:::
LL this is not Arnerica and nobody's got
anything in his pocket these days

UJ People think it's 1ny fault and are scared
I but look here
~

my teeth are white and not red
~ I didn't eat anybody
People are evil and claiJn I bolt
0::: boiled tourist
I..L 01~ grilled maybe
boiled or grilled I aS/~ed
-J they kept silent and looked apprehensively at my gums
H ail the tomatoes

o
o

of--

E'verybody knows that an agricultural country engages in agriculture

W Hail the green cabbages
et:

.:::

~

Everybody clai1ns that vegetables
don't feed their man
and that l'n2 too brawny for an underdeveloped character
miserable punks living on tourists
Down 'lvith my teeth.
4.f)uddenly they were all over me
tied 1ne up
threw Jne to the ground
at the feet of the Law
Cannibal or no cannibal
you have a case to answer
a.h, you think you're smart
and put on airs
TV e' II see to that I'll fix you for good
'what's your last word
before your execution
I hurled hail the tomatoes
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People are evil and wornen curious you }?1Z0W
there was one in the curious crowd
'lDho in a corn-crake voice gurgling like grease
in a broken pot
yelped
open his belly
I'm sure father's still there
Since there were no knives at hand
which is quite understandable among Western
vegetarians
they grabbed a Gillette blade
and patiently
crlSS
cross
plop
they opened my belly
A tomato plantation bloomed
11)atered by streams of palm-wine
H ail the tomatoes.

Y ou who1rl the gods have chosen
that our springs 1nay brim over with song
and our forests vibrate 'Zvith sap
that whether drought-ridden or luscious with grass
our mountains may be mountains
that earth may be earth
fervour our breath
faith our hearts
men our men
f10m the bottom of your soul
from the riot of your blood
from the hallucination of your dreams
from the heart of the hun~icane of your desire
from the peak of intensity of your incantations
oh, to spout the power of your faith
the cry of their deliverance
you will speak
you u,ill speak the language of your purity
for those v)hose voice is walled in
and life suspended
you 'Zoill speak the language of your innocence
for those crushed under the weight of calumny
until their skin exudes it
you '{Dill speak the language of your justice
for those whose sight is blinded
by bars of iron
you will speak of your love
for those they strike
for those they slnother
tor those they torture
for the hunted
you will
for the condenzned
you will
fOl' the deported
you will
for those a'lL'aiting judgment
.
you will
for the detained
you will
f011' those deprived of their rights
you will
for the defenceless
you u,ill

speak
speak
speak
speak
speak
speak
speak

For the thoughts of beings dead among the dead
destined to rage and hatred
in the darkness of prisons
you will speak
tor you hate violence
you hate calumny
vou hate lies
you hate hate
you "will speak
to them, to, you will speak
you will speak till the end of night and the sea
that the day may come
that for them once again
our springs may brim over with song
our forests vibrate with sap
our mountains whether drought-ridden or
luscious with grass
1nay be mountains
that earth m.ay be earth
fervour our breath
.
faith our hearts
men our men
your being is word which reconciles with lift
speak . . '.
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Cameroon!
Cameroon!!
Mofolo Bulane

Houseboy by Ferdinand Oyono, translated by
John Reed (Heinemann, 18s)

THE CAMEROONIAN NOVELIST, in the evolution
and development 'Of character, refuses to remain
at the home base. While the starting point is
the beautiful Cameroon he loves so much, the
phenomena he is dealing with are characteristic
of the world of m'asters 'and servants, the world
of superiors and inferiors. Our main interest
here is the depiction of the events and characters
together with the solution, within the limits of
literary expression, that logically follows.
Thus, Ferdinand Oyono in his Houseboy sets
the 'scene in D'angan, C'ameroon. The book,
written in tlhe fonn of a diary kept by a
Cameroonian houseboy, consists of two parts.
The story is a searing agony of the deep-rooted
conflict between two groups of people who
happen to live together. On the one hand, it is a
story of cynicism, moral depravity, hypocrisy,
the white man's arrogance; 'and, on the other,
naivete, 'Complacency, fierce struggle and resistance in an occupied territory.
The v/hole power structure has come under
attack in this novel; the Church, the State and
the Police, in literary images and in the logic
of the plot, all stand naked in their wavering
mission 'which, the author proves, is murdering
the innocents. It is significant that all those
torturing the innocents are foreigners, and that
the author does not stress the racial issue as tk~e
cause of the tragedy. While, however, the racial
issue does play a part, it is true that the whole
area of human relations is dominated by factors of larger dimensions.
We have Father Gilbert; and, after his death,
Father Vandermayer, who takes charge of the
Saint Peter's C'atholic Mission at Dangan. We
meet the Commandant, Gullet, the Chief of
Polic,e, whose name derives from "his long
flexible neck like a tick-hird's". Moreau, Agricultural Engineer, the Commandant's wife and
others complete the gaHery of the strong breed.
The perpetual 'chiefs also figure.
At the other pole stand Toundi, Baklu, the
cook, tlhe sentry, Kalisia and others.

European's boy. The
dog of the ,King is the King of dogs". When
we consider that as Toundi's chief dream, we

"I SHALL BE THE CHIEF

conle to appreciate the impact the bitter experience in stark reality had on him. An innocent
village boy at the beck land call of the priest,
Toundi ran the gauntlet. From the altar of
God, where he served till the skin 0'£ his knees
fonned into crocodile scales, it dawned upon
him that there was something wrong with the
masters. It \vas in the house of God that the
Europeans receive Communion separately.
Toundi records in his diary:
"In the churdh of Saint Peter at Dangan
the whites have their seats in the transept
beside the altar. There they can follow the
Mass comfortably seated in cane armchairs
covered with velvet cushions. Men and
women sit shoulder to shoulder. Mme. Salvain
was sitting next to the Comm·andant. In the
row behind, Gullet and the agricultural
engineer leant over as in a single movement
towards the two fat girls. Behind them the
doctor now and then pushed up the gold
braid that hung down from his over-large
epaulettes. His wife pretending to be lost to
the world in the perusal of her missal followed out of the corner of her eye what was
going on between Gullet, the agricultural
engineer, and the two fat mademoiseUes
Duoois. . . ." (p. 40).
The attitude is quite clear in the 'way the words
have been chosen. The author fin'ally tears the
mask by way of contrast:
"The nave of the church is completely
reserved for Mricans. They sit on tree trunks
instead of benches and these are arranged in
two rows. The faithful are supervised by
catedhists ready to pounce 'at the least sign
of inattention. These servants of God march
up and down the central, a1isle that divides
the men from women, carrying sticks. . . .
The ,faithful 'Stand up, kneel, stand up again,
sit and 'stand to the rhythm of . . . smacking
noises. ,Men and '\\Tomen deliberately turn their
backs to be sure they won't look at one
anotJher. The catechists watch for the flicker
of an eyelid." (p. 40).
Those sticks! One is persuaded to believe that
Africans are treated -as animals or big children,
even in church. While the African laity is thus
humiliated, notes Toundi:
" Down at the front, Gullet seizes his opportunity 'at the elevation of the Host to squeeze
the hand of 'his neighoour. Mme. Salvain's
legs move imperceptibly closer to the Commandant's". (ibid.)
When the Catholic ritual was over, the whites
left through the "Europeans onlry" sacristy.
The Africans were forced to remain for Father
Vandermayer's pulpit harangue in an unintelligible vernacular, "a sermon full of obscenities." .
The above picture, for all its being local,

attains truthfulness and universality. This browbeating of tile lambs of God is not confined to
Dangan 'alone. It is characteristic of the colonial
era everywhere. Hence, the politician's ,:harge
that the spiritual land the temporal power are
bed-fellows, two sides of the same coin.
The chief is shown in his own setting, where
he is
" Akoma King of Kings, King of wives,
White man one ring
Akoma has more than 'the white men
Akom'a King of rings, King of wives . . ."
and before the Commandant, where, pretending
to understand French, he clucks " Yes, yes"
like a hen.
THE GATHERING STORM breaks upon Toundi,
the King's dog proper, tbefore !he could become
the king of dogs. It ~s here in the Commandant's 'Residence, in contact with the forces at
work in the world 'corrupting with greed and
impotence, that the m'ain hero embarks upon the
high road of disenchantment and revolt. "The
Commandant", to borrow from Wole Soyinka,
"in his uncircumcised nakedness ", loses
Toundi's respect. In this the Houseboy sees
the weakness and unmanly character of the
housemaster.
Toundi ~dmires the beauty of the Commfl~d
ant's ·wife. He celebrates her in moving prose
only to be disappointed when she had an affair
with .the Prison Director. Here ·the author
abandons the brief sentences of 'a diary. ili~
syntax becomes more involved, the characters
diversified and true to type. There is men's
gossip and comic remarks on seeing the Co~
mandant's wife whose vicious character, as ~
unfaithful 'wife and typical member of her
social group, greatly contribute to Toundi's
destruction.
There is a midnight raid in the location. Here
the reader gets to know about injustice where
the enforcement of unpopular law is left to
police baroarity. It is exactly the police as an
organ of the -state apparatus that has physically
extenninated many a m'an.
The sentry's words and counsel are replete
with the wisdom of the common folk, while the
washerboy and the cook combine together to
supply the local 'colour. ,One should have expected the author to use pidgin in portraying his
minor characters. He has effectively done so by
other techniques: the use of idiom 'and patterns
of behaviour true to the situation. And above
all in the humour in ,which some of his characters abound. It is, however, ,the kind of
humour that goes into the flesh and blood ('~
the novel, that sheds light on the peculiarities
of this or ,that character.
In this connection, imagine Toundi sweeping
the floor and incidentally coming 'across the
wet rubbers he did not know. Later on the
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Commandant's 'wife, crushed by shame, confessed to Toundi that they are contraceptives.
At this juncture, the sentry 'fails to understand
the whiteman's stupidity in loading his uncircumcised self -with a rubber. Baklu, the washerboy, rushing into the kitchen witih soiled towels
and, having been turned out, coming with his
dripping finger 'in the 'air, his twitched face an
unmistakable sign of stenCh! Here there is a
moral victory of the underdog over those who
lord it over him. In fact, all ,these happenings
lend dynamism to the action and deepen the
conflict.
The affair of Sophia with the Engineer eventually drives Toundi to prison. He is suspected
of secretly dealing with Sophie, who has disappeared. Kalisia is needed by the author for
two reasons: by way of contrast, the more to
penetrate into the essence of the personality of
the Commandant's wife and, coming from the
lower rungs o'f the society, to relieve the figure
of womanhood in a setting bedevilled by inhumanity of man to man. The constables and
the catechists, in their fluctuations between the
t\VO worlds 'at w,ar, are thrown in to bring the
whole tragedy into sharp focus. They are the
lost ones, unaccepted by the world they serve,
because their respective interests are diametrically
opposed.

ONE MIGHT LEVEL this remark: despite the difficult conditions in which the peopile in Dangan
find themselves, it would seem that they are still
unconscious of the force they are. In the circumstances, t!hey should have been resolute in their
action. They should have been aroused by hatred
to the enemy. Thus, the night Toundi, all
covered in blood, is brought home in a landrover " . . . skidding through the maze of decaying mud houses" (p. 126), people can't decide
on action. The whole location came to see and
to lament.
Back in the police camp, Toundi had a full
dose of the whiten1an's bestiality:
" 'Give him twenty-five blows of the sjambok " 'Gullet told the constable. . . .
I lay down on my stomach in front of the
constable. Gul'let handed him the hippopotamus-hide whip he always carried. The
constable made it hiss down on to my buttocks
twenty-five times. When it started I determined not to cry out. I must not cry out.
I clenched my teeth and forced myself to
think of something else. The image of Kalisi'a came up before my eyes. It was follo\ved
by Madame's image and then my father's
. . . the day's events passed before my eyes."
(p. 130).
This is Toundi's resistance, his detennination
not to please the enemy by \veeping or craving
pardon. The a~rh'Or symp-athises with his hero
and shows his courage and indomitable spirit
against all odds. In his defiance he 'assumes a
larger proportion, one representative of the
Cameroonian character in its dialectical development.
Although Toundi is crushed on the whiteman's juggernaut, we feel that he lives on in
the stark reality depicted by F erdinand Oyono.
He lives on as a symbol of right conquering
might. The significance here being that the scope
goes beyond the borders of Cameroon.
The English translation relied on the French
text. All things considered, the vitality of the
original has rem'ained without deteriorating into
the category of exotica. It escapes the "idyllic
and pastoral" style spotted by Lewis Nkosi in
some categories of African writing.
With Mango Beti's Poor Christ from BO'mba
in mind, H ouseboy breaks 'fresh ground. A must
.for students of the modem novel in Africa.
•

Story
and history
Khadarnbi Asalache

A V' iew of Vultures by Alan Scholefield (Heinem'ann 25s)
On Trial For Aly Country by Stanlake Samkange (Heinemann 18s)

one of those bad readers
who, after starting a novel, tend to leave it
halfway read if the plot does not register in
the mind early. And apparently no compromise
nlethod, like reading a chapter e'ach day, is a
solution \vhen the work is long; the thread of
the story is disjointed. I am making the point
because when I started reading A View of
V ultures my interest was nearly s\vitched off by
the first part of the book. It is possible that
what I consider to be impressions is only a carefully thought-out strategy, scanty sketches for
the purpose of the full portrait one finds in the
latter half of the back. If this be the case, then
I wilt confine my comments to the general plot
leaving the direction of the book as a matter
of individual opinion.
James Black, a young Scot convict being
sent to New South Wales in 1806, escaped fronl
the ship \vhen it reached the Cape. Lying IO~T
to avoid contact with the Cape authorities he,
\v1th the escapees, bluffed his way through
native country. But his progress ,vas hindered
by the fact that he was handcuffed. To repair
the inconvenience someone offered to cut the
handcuffs off with an axe. Lack of care ended
in one of James's hands being chopped off. The
psychological effect his hooked arm had on tpe
natives, after the tragedy \vas forgotten, turned
the physical impa'innent into an asset, as \\~e
later see.
Ra'cial relations!hips bet"hTeen the black and
\\i~hite in this pioneer period in the history of
South Africa were conditioned, as they still are,
by the law of the jungle; a system that guarantees the supremacy and survival of the strongest.
The pioneers had the guns and the Bible, the
Bushmen had arrows: in terms of power a
rather sad balance. The Dutch who had made
the Cape a colony might have settled dOVln
quietly for some more years yet, but for British
intervention. The Old Testament minded Dutch,
feeling the weight of British occupation, turned
to the holy book. And behold the Word of the
Lord! One couldn't miss it, in black and white
it was writ of a land to the north "flowing
with milk and honey." Fami'1ies took to the
wagons, missionaries to their Bibles, social
I AM. UNFORTUNATELY

scientists to their pens; and the trek was on.
Alarmed Bushmen, ala-nned because their
land was being cleared of game, made sporadic
efforts to rid their land of the trek boers, raiding
their stock whenever the occasion arose, to no
good end. To the trekkers, Bushmen were pests
to be cleared from the land to make it livable
for white families. The justification for this
view was in the Book " ... he that fleeth of
them shall not flee away, and he that escapeth
of them shall not be delivered. Though they dig
into hell, thence shall mine hand take them;
though they climb up to heaven, thence will I
bring them down ... "
J ames Black fitted himself into this mental
landscape, cynically though, for he was a nonbeliever of sorts. But although the settlers carried
the Tablets, they needed to satisfy their sexual
desires and the shortage or difficulty of courting
\vhite women led the white men to the native
women. Black was apparently happy of this
service using his white girl friend for a luxurious
emotional satisfaction, when one day she startled
him by the news that she was pregnant. He
resigned himself to marrying her but since the
farnl he had been living in had been destroyed,
he decided to move further into the interior.
His journey provides one of the most moving
pass'ages of the whole story, its colour being
added by a faithful Bushman sen'ant.
On T1 ial for My Country is a shorter novel. It seem's meant to be a
historical novel but the plot is done in such a
way that it looks (to me) forced, and the work
doesn't successfully emerge from this initial
difficulty. The story, or the history (whichever
one chooses) goes like this. The hero, who had
been attending a Methodist service in Bula,wayo,
suddenly decides to drive some thirty miles
away from town to call on friends. A happening
on the way brings him into the presence of a
spirit that had just come back from a heavenly
indaba, a tribal gathering where Lobengula and
Rhodes, two protagonists in Rhodesia's history,
are under examination.
A historical novel -about Southern Rhodesia
is no doubt a good undertaking, -and especially
if it puts into perspective the facts leading to
the understanding of the present political muddle. But noble sentiments, alas, don't necessarily
m-ake literature, however one might agree with
them in another context. Even so, a certain passage in the novel aroused my interest. Rhodes is
supposed to have been brought up by. his father
on the principles of love, purity, honesty and
unselfishness (p. 27), principles which I know,
despite their Christian origin, to have a strong
MRA flavour (the four absolutes). Such an
obvious historical error, and other MRA echoes,
•
seem to indicate MRA associations.
STANLAKE SAMKANGEJS
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Africanising
christianity
Effa Okupa

Katigondo: Presenting the Christian Message to blood pact and with the ritual meal as a sign of make sacrifices for it. How many there are
among the youth, especially among those in the
Africa edited by Robert Ledogar, MM (Geoffrey fraternal communion.

Chapman, London and Dublin, 21s)

wants to
tag along with African Socialism, A'frican Personality, African Virility. African Christianity
means that the black man's relationship with
God must be expressed according to his way of
thinking and acting in daily life.
In the autumn of 1964 a group of catechetical
experts met at Katigondo in Uganda to discuss
ways of adapting and presenting the message of
Christ to modern Africans and Katigondo is the
result of the proceedings.
The rapid social, economic and political
change in Africa in the last ten years has been
phenomenal and has caught the evangelists unaware. Because they were not prepared for the
material progress of the Africans, the Christian
teachers condemned, ignored and did not integrate material progress among its precepts. They
overstressed the dangers of materialism to a
people who only want a teeny weeny bit of the
material things of Hfe. The African cannot live
in the twentieth century by prayers alone.
The survey of the Pan-African Catechetical
study week revealed that, "there is an urgent
need for a faith so deep that it will overflow into
every sphere of personal and social life".
And in order for Africans to achieve this true
understanding of the Christian faith, the teaching
of the Christian message has to inculcate acceptable aspects of African belief and interweave it
into Christianity.
"In imitation of Our Lord's teaching by
parable, catechesis must absorb the realities of
African life and use them as signs, developing
their potentialities by way of biblical symbolism.
"In this connection, since catechesis has its
great basic sign in the ecclesial community, it
must recognise and make the most of the Mrican
community sense and direct it towards membership in the People of God. Similarly, to make
known the Covenant that God establishes by his
Word, ratifies by the Supper and the Cross and
offers for participation in the Eucharistic Sacrifice, catechesis can utilise the African appreciation of the spoken word as a source of communion and life, and the African familiarity with
CHRIS TIANITY LIKE EVERYTHING ELSE

"Many elements of Mrican life seem to be
providential signs that catechesis can place at the
disposal of the great signs common to all the
people of God Bible, liturgy and living
Church."
The Christian message must not appear as
something imported by the white man, so they
agreed. But yet, many elements of African life
are invaluable for christianisation, such as
rhythmic music, that's fine, goes well with
Church music and choral singing, let's cluistianise it. Why should the devil have all the best
tunes? Africa's love of dances and display of
colour, bright idea, let's have it. It's all in the
liturgy. Well, then vvha't about assimilating polygamy? A cesspool, a purulent barrier to catechesis! It is contra ry to the Law of God for a
man to have luore than one wife, but with the
biblical folks God tolerated polygamy, perhaps
He even understood. Why can't He be sympathetic once aga in?
Polygamy in its pre-Christian setting in Africa
was essentially family planning, as tribal ethics
forbade husband and wife to have relations until
the newly born child was nearly three years old.
A healthy interval should be left between the
birth of one child and the next, otherwise the
mother would not be able to look after her~e) f
and the growing child. Jvteinwhile, the hus t - 3;1-1
took anoti1er wife because infant and adult mo"'tality wa high and the tribe had to be replenished. But modern catechists deride it as if Africans
were more sinful than the folks of Sodom ~n :
Gomorrha.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AFRICANS and other
people \vhere the word God is involved has been
grossly exaggerated. The essence of Christianity
is essentially the same to all men. Besides the
life of Jacob is closer to that of a Gulu village
boy than to that of a Knightsbridge school boy.
The problem of the modern evangelists is how to
keep up with Africanisation without destroying
Christianisation. What do we do about the lapsed
christians?
"But Christianity in Africa also reveals that
it has not really sent down its roots with
sufficient depth into the people as a whole. The
children have grown up now, and the lives which
some of them lead as adults h'ave revealed to us
that their human nature had by no means been
fully Christianised. How many of them there are
who, in sickness, misfortune or hostilities react
not in a Christian way, but in their pre-Christian
manner! How many problems arise from this in
the form of trial marriages, broken marriages and
polygamy, even among Christians! How few are
the Christians who are really prepared to stand
up for their faith in times of trouble, and to

middle and higher schools who no longer practise
their faith and now are neither truly Christian
nor truly pagan? "
Surely, this problem is universal. One could
near the bishops of N ew York and London
spouting out the same tale.
But the experts agreed on one vital point, that
the remuneration of the catechists is lousy.
The problem confronting the Catechetical
experts in Africa today is not so much an
urgent need for a catechetical renewal or a Tejuggling of the old church, but of dragging the
Christian churches and all those who serve in
them out of the Victorian age into the fresh air
and realities of the latter half of the twentieth
century.

•

The Origin of Life and Death edited by VIIi

Beier (Heinemann Educational Books)
"I
THE BEGINNING, THE SKY \vas very close to
the earth. In those days men did not have to till
the ground, because whenever they felt hungry
they simply cut off a piece of the sky and ate
it. ..."
But becau e man was incorrigibly wa5tefcl 8;1d
greedy, grabbing more than he could eat, "The
sky became very angry indeed, and rose up high
above the earth, far beyond the reach of men.
And from then on men have had to \vork for
their living."
This collection of creation myths from different parts of Africa is extremely subtle and
colourful. Man, in his eternal pursuit for a
reason to justify his existence, where he was
before he was born and what would become of
him after the unconsciousness of death, has
crea ted many myths to solve the mystery of life
and death. In their simplicity, these myths adapted themselves to the ideals of village society;
they had good insight into human frailty and
were more sympathetic than Hebrew mythology.
Strangely enough, there were no threats of hell
fire and brimstone. In a few of the myths, when
the dead were not restored to life they escaped
into immortality.
"When death first entered the world, men
sent a messenger to Chuku, asking him \vhether
the dead could not be restored to life and sent
back to their old homes."
Among the Ijaw of Nigeria, a man chooses
his own fate before coming into the world and
does not blame his creator for his misfortune.
Some of the myths show striking resemblance to
biblical mythology but without thou shalt not
do this or that.
African Genesis should provide enough stimulating m'aterial for those who want to Africanise
Christianity.
•
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Nubians provided Egypt with its twenty-fifth
dynasty.

Glory
resplendent

MOST PERTINENT to the title of his book is the
author's treatment of the West African empires
- Ghana, Mali and Songhai. Here from the
third to the sixteenth century was resplendent
"African glory"; here was undisputed proof
of Negro capacity for political organisation:
here was a succession of three empires which had
thrown up such highly talented leaders as
Mansa Musa (1307-32) of Mali and Askia
Mohammed I (1493-1528) of Songhai, men
whose reputations for munificence and as patrons
of scholarship went far beyond their realms.
The author" pays tribute" to these leaders who

Hollis R. Lynch

~~~E!C

C?!'l'''':.r - f!,C S!n1Y cl r".lllisl!ed l\"egro
Empires by J. c. de Graft- Johnson (Walker
& Co., Kew York)

~4frica}!

IS WORTH emphasising that Africall Glory,
written by a Ghanaian economics lecturer and
recently republished, was first written in 1954
- the year that the Gold Coast became the
first black colonial African country to achieve
self-governme"t. (Later, on 6 March 1957, the
Gold Coast renamed Ghana also became the
first of these to achieve full political independe!1ce).
Dc Grdft-]ohnson's book was intended to dispel the myth that African peoples were without
a worthwhile history; to make available to Africa;1S a history of their past which if not unbiased was at least written from the African
point of view; a history that would stimulate
IT
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A[ri..:~1t~· p_~;J('
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tl~eii-

pJst and ser';e

2S a necessary accompaniment to the not !1eW
but intensified African nationalism which already in 1954 was beginning to turn back the
European imperialist tide in Africa. But let me
admit that the author does not explicitly make
these large claims; he sets down his aim,
modestly, as providing" Glimpses of the Negro
Past" - the title of a lecture series of his
from w'hich his book grew.
Thus, the author does not set out to give us
a comprehensive history of Africa; he prefers
to select and dwell on those aspects which
reflect ,. African glory".
In the first ~even short chapters the author
c;Jtlines North African history to "the Arab
conquest of North Africa". And obviously, it
is this part of his work which least justifies
his subtitle: The Story of Vanished Negro
Empires. But even here the autl~or does attempt
to isolate distinctively Negro contributions: for
example, he observes that "there is no doubt
that
. Dynastic Egyptians had Negro blood
in thei r veins"; that in the reign of Pepi I
Merira, the third ruler of the Sixth Dynasty,
"an army of full-blooded Negroes from the
Sudan" took part in an Egyptian attack on
Palestine; that" during the Thirteenth Dynasty
. . Nehsira, n full-blooded Kegro" took the
throne of Egypt by force, and that the black
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CounterInsurgency
Martin Legassick

West

Af,'ic3 "; 2nd, of ccmse, im:Jlies that it was an
achievement worthy of emulation by contemSouth Africa's Defense: The Problem of Internal
porary African leaders.
Control by]. E. Spence and Elizabeth
Also interesting, and controversial, is the i
Thomas (Security Studies Project, University
author's claim that the Akan people" migrated
of California, Los Angeles, Paper Number 8,
from somewhere in the Ghana empire" after its
1966, $1.50).
fall in 1076 from the assaults of the Almoravids, and eventually settled in present-day
Ghana: such a theory, no doubt, provided some
historical justification for renaming the Gold
Coast Ghana.
The author next discusses the Portuguese on
the West African coast, in the Congo, and in
East Africa and concludes that the African
societies they encountered gave evidence of
social and political sophistication.
The decline from what he sees as the medieval grandeur of Africa the author attributes
solely to the influence of the slave trade; in
his view, it perpetrated "the rape of African
BOTH THE TITLE of this pamphlet and the aus~~llti.!··t' .'nd ~i\"ilis3tion". De Graft-Johnson
pices under which it was written (The UCLA
apparently does not agree with the convenSecurity Studies Project has informal ties with
tional view that the slave trade also stimulated
the notorious Rand Corporation) may make
the growth of African states, among them the
it appear a little suspect. However, it grew out
Asha:1ti.
of a seminar paper with the serious intentions
In a final chapter the author demonstrates
of studying the forms revolutionary activity
that Gi1anaian nationalism had roots going back
might take in South Africa and the prospects
to the mid-ninetee:1th century: that J. B.
for success, which marks an advance in academic
Danquah and Kwame Nkrumah had predecesthinking about South Africa over discussions of
sors, among others, King John Aggery, lames
the nature of apanheid and the prospects for
Brew, John Mensah Sarbah and Casely Haysanctions: the paper was written by Elizabeth
ford, a view that has since been minutely docuThomas for a seminar which Jack Spence was
mented by David Kimble in A Political History
conducting while a Visiting Professor at UCLA.
(If Givlla (London, 1962).
Beca use it is one of the first academic attempts
to explore such a topic, it is worth some attention, though it has serious deficiencies.
DE GI,/\7:-JOHNSON'S book is stimulating and
Most of the 19 pages are - unfortunately
competently written. It is perhaps a book primfor the South African reader taken up with
-arily for the intelligent layman, although the
the description of familiar background phenoserious student, too, might be rewarded by the
mena: the pre-1960 non-violent nationalist
challenge of some of his interpretations as well
activity, the change to violence after 1960, the
3S by the historiographic value of his work as
corresponding
re-orientation of Government
one of the first attempts by an African, or
defence policy towards counter-insurgency, and
mdeed any scholar, to reconstruct aspects of the
the Bantustan chimera. Spence and Thomas are
history of 3 large pOI·tion of the African
on surer ground in their analyses of Government
continen:.
measures (based partially on papers by the
Finally, there is an interesting disclosure in
Institute of Strategic Studies in London) than
t:Je author's brief epilogue - the only part of
wht'n they discuss African nationalism, for which
his book that was slightly revised for this
Gwen Carter's Politics of Inequality and Edward
edition. The author, who is from a J:'fominc!1t
Feit's biased and selective account of the African
Ghanaian family who have long been :lfnong
Nationalist Congress are not the best sources,
the leaders of that country's nationalism, was
nor, by themselves, even adequate. The authors
imprisoned for 11 months in 1964 for failure
do refer in passing to Leo Kuper's African
to display "unqualified sycophantic loyalty" to
BOllrgcoi.,ie, Govan Mbeki's Peasant's Revolt,
ex-President Nkrumah. He thus takes the opporand the collected writings of Nelson Mandela
tunity of warning African political leaders
- but there is no mention of Mary Benson,
'};:;a~:-:,~~~ deny:r:.~ . .~.. fr:':I.:1s "freed{'m of speech
Leo Kuper's earlier books, or other secondary
and freedom of movement". Typically, despite
literature,
nor the vast wealth of analysis and
recent evidence of instability in Africa, he reprimary material in post-1960 African nationalist
mains optimistic about its future: "there is
publications. South African Freedom News, the
much that is stable about the continent, much
editorials in Spotlight on South Afl"ica, The
that wiIl confound the predictions of the pessiAfrican Communist, The New African, are
mists".
•
among the periodicals illustra ting the thinking
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of tIre South African liberation movement, not
to mention earlier journals such as Africa South,
New Age, Fighting Talk, Torch, Contact, The
Africanist, and speeches and ephemera available
elsewhere.
In a short article, the authors could of course
not have assimilated this material, though there
is little evidence that they have read much of it.
For academics or revolutionaries these journals
are necessary reading - nor is their any reason
why the two roles should be separated. Indeed
in most successful revolutions, the revolutionaries themselves have been the most successful
pre-revolutionary 'analysts. This is why it is
depressing to find that the authors, after such
limited investigation, jumping so readily to negative conclusions: the paper, as Richard Rosecrance phrases it in his preface "does not succumb to easy illusion".

BUT IT SHOULD BE POSSIBLE to \vrite optimistically about prospects Jor South African revolution without succumbing to illusion. Enough
cold water has been thrown on the prospects
for other successful revolutions to 'allow Mao
Tse-tung to swim from Peking to Washington.
I hope, in later article in these pages, to explore
in some depth some of the directions for analysis. For the moment, though, I shall indicate
where I think Spence and Thomas have slipped
too readily to conclusions.
What are rheir conclusions? SABOTAGE:
(Vmkhonto and tihe ARM) "under present circumstances, counter - productive". TERRORIShi:
(Poqo) "a weak and self-limiting form of
action" "a sophisticated but costly ano1nie".
Why? Chiefly because the authors claim that
neither of these actions were part of an overall
revolutionary plan, and 'also because, state
Spence and Thomas, "the African community
lacks social cohesion." To state that Vmkhonto
was not part of an overall plan is to read
history backwards, or 'at any rate to succumb
to myopia: why should the plan have been disclosed, despite the trial of the leaders and their
denial of planning guerilla warfare? What sort
of strategy is it to disclose such a plan? The
case for Poqo is more doubtful, 'and the ARM
could only be considered a serious organisation
if it had planned to 'link up with either the
ANC or the P AC or both, which was not, I
believe, out of the question. The second criticism, which recurs later (" trust, cooperation and
communication" are lacking among the African
community), will be discussed presently.

GUERILLA WARFARE (which the authors regard
as the next stage): This is unlikely to succeed
because:

(a) the South African Government enjoys" an
absolute monopoly of effective political po~\Ver,
complete 'Control over the means of force". If
this were true, one might as well give up. But it
is patently absurd - just as, despite her overwhelming (ldvantage in hardware and firepower
in Vietnam, the United States cannot be said to
have "complete control over the means of
force". The aim of revolutionary movements is
to generate political power, to make manifest
untapped sources of political power: no regime
has a monopoly on political power, or cOlnplete
control of means of force. If the South African
Government is militarily strong, or if it has
the solid unshakeable backing of three million
whites, this only means that it needs to be outthought and out-manoeuvred.
(b) Land configuration, demography, and
borders are unfavourable. This aspect is dismissed in a paragraph: but can we really kno\v
what is suitable terrain for various forms of
guerilla warfare? The skill of the great revolutionary leader - or any military leader - lies
in the adaption of strategy and tactics to the
terrain and the forces he has available. Each
revolution creates not only its own ideology,
but its own military tactics, and there is no more
dangerous military plan than to base one's
strategy on earlier wars (as the French experience in the two World Wars showed).
(c) The freedom movement lacks an appropriate ideology. Spence and Thomas do not discuss
explicitly the specific ideological disputes which
loom still so tragically large over the liberation
movement, but they do dismiss "non-racial
democracy" as a statement of purpose and
intention v/hich would not be " easily intelligible
and con1pelling" to the African peasantry.
(They also introduce certain red herrings such
as "driving the white man into the sea", and
" tribal nationalism ").

This is too big a question to go into here;
one can only say that "the end of white supremacy" is a suitable starting point for revolutionary thought, which has positive implications
(of different sorts) for all non-whites and many
whites, and that non-racial democracy is a
suitable constructive alternative. Both are vague
ideas, but so are any utopias capable of uniting
men in common revolutionary action for a
period: the destruction of the capitalist system
and the creation of a socialist state were equally
vague, unrealisable in the form promised, and
yet these were the ideological premises of 1917.
And if, as the authors maintain, "Whatever
differences divide white South Africans, virtually all agree on their right to survive", could
jt not 'also be true that whatever differences (or
secondary contradictions, to use a more appropriate phrase) divide non-white South Africans,

all are united in wanting an end to white
supremacy?
WHICH BRINGS ME BACK to the earlier point of
divisions in the African community, and the
author's final criticism - that the liberation
movement lacks sources of guerilla leadership and
training. Amongst potential leadership groupsnow that the existing leadership is in jailor exile
- they list the " African bourgeoisie", migrant
workers, disaffected peasants, or tribal chiefs.
They believe that rural areas vvil1 be the focus
for revolutionary action, and deplore the earlier
na tionalist emphasis on the urban areas, which
they now regard as lacking in revolutionary
possibilities because of stringent 'Social control.
These ideas are important, but unsupported by
evidence; ,vhen examined they betray a rather
muddled view of social structure. Now of course
all communities have stratification systems, and
in South Africa there are intersecting divisions
in the non-white community of class and ethnicity. These are not static, and from the
dia1ectic of their developm~nt certain predictions can be made.
For the development of South African revolutionary ideology and strategy the greatest need
would seem to be an analysis of the non-white
social system, and the changes of certain groups
in it, \vith regard to their objective situation
and their subjective perception of their situation.
Every revolutionary ideology, each revolutionary
movement, 'has grouped together classes in
different social situations by appealing to their
common 'interests, 'and has excluded others by
standing in the way of their interests. Perhaps
South Africa needs some more flexible thinking,
analysis which proceeds beyond classifying non\vhites into " oppressed" and " stooges", beyond
the facile disputes about the role a couple of
hundred ·white affiliates should play in liberation,
beyond the belief that revolution must be either
entirely rural- the "reconquest" theory - or
entirely urban - the "general strike" theory
I still hear some people propound.
Perhaps exiles need to stop the sort of irrelevant polemics such as a South African FTeedo1n
News, dated 12 July, 1966, that I received
recently (is the precise wording of the peaceful
coexistence resolution at the Cuba conference
that important for South Africa ?), 'and the sort
of dishonesty that leads Matthew Nkoana to
quote Brett's survey of some hundred middle
class Johannesburg Africans as conclusive proof
that the PA'C has majority support in South
Africa.
The social structure in South Africa is complex - perhaps uniquely complex - and only
by paying attention to it can the liberation
movement get nearer a resolution of the problems of terrain, cadres, and ideology which
•
Spence and Thomas have raised.
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[We are proud to publish this review by the
late Clem Goodfellow, a good friend of this
magazine, whose efforts for African freedom led
to his withdrawal to Lesotho from South
Africa. In 1963 he was held for two weeks in
U mtata gaol under the Transkei's Proclamation 400, and was later cc warned JJ under the
Suppression of Communism Act. In 1964 the
South African government cancelled his passport making him a prisoner within Lesotho's
borders. Clement Francis Goodfellow, M.A.
(Oxon), Ph.D.(Cantab) was found dead at the
foot of a mountain pass near Ron'la, Lesotho, on
5 October, 1966. A tribute to him will be
published here in January.
His review of South Africa's Hostages was
written for African Studies (University of WitwateTsrand Press), but was returned when the
name of the author, Jack Halpern, appeared
on a list of cc persons whon'l it is unlawful to
quote ".]

Hostages
I

C. F. Goodfellow

South Africa's Hostages
(Penguin Books, 1965)

by

Jack

Halpern theme is as follows: Britain has consistently
!1eglected her responsibilities in the three countt:es L'Grn ~Le tiLr:; of her assu:2:-!ption of rule
over them up to the present; 'it is this neglect
vv~hich has placed them in the almost defenceTHIS IS A VERY WELCOME and timely book less state in which they will find therDselves
indeed. 'I"he ne\v 1<. :pI.lhljc of Dots7,'c,na cc~r::Je ~ after independence; it is therefore Britain's
into existence as an independent state in Sep- duty to redeem herself as far as possible by an
tember this year, while in Lesotho the recent eleventh-hour programme of aid, which will
vote 'in the Senate, despite predictions to the enable her in Mr. ~Ialpern's closing words "to
contrary, 'has made it virtually certain that by write a decent finis to her colonial history in
the end of 1966 the Republic of South Africa Africa". f-lis method of presentation is to set
will have a second independent African-ruled the stage with a dramatic account of the kidneighbour. As the title of a recent book by an napping of Anderson Ganyile and Kenneth
.A.£rikaner Nationalist has put it, "the fire Abrahams; to proceed to historical accounts of
burns 'closer" to Verwoerd's - highly inflam- Britain's dealings with the three countries;
thence to descriptions of " the territories today",
mable arsenal.
To the majority of mankind. hopeful tha~ and finally to end with a section outlining
the developments may somethow assist the possibilities and recommendations for the future.
Liberation of South Africa from her present
The difficulties in Mr. Hulpem's way were
regime, however, Mr. Halpern offers little enormous; there is no acceptable historical
encouragement. As the title of his book sug- account of any of the three countries in print;
gests, he assumes throughout that Botswana, and basic statistical information about the
Lesotho and Swaziland, by their extreme vul- present is almcst non-existent. On the vlhole
nerability to pressure from the Republic, will he has coped 'with these daunting obstacles
constitute liabilities rather than assets when the fairly creditably, and had made the most of
world loses patience with the rule of Afrikaner \vhat sources do exist and of his own first-hand
Nationalism and decides to replace it with et researches. It must be confessed, ho\vever,
South African Democracy. He is concerned that he is irritatingly careless over proper
throughout with showing just how vulnerable names: he writes "Freedom Marerna Tlou
these countries are, why they are so, and with Party" instead of "Marema Tloll - Freedom
the problem of how !hey migi.-;t sLl:C'T~Tive ·vvhen the Party", and confuses the general reader by
Republic's rulers are brought to bay. Only time interchanging the old-fashioned "Basuto" and
will show whether this pessin1istic appraisal is " Bechuana" \vith the modern "Basotho" and
" Botswana". One may be excused for wonderI entirely justified.
I Meanwhile, M~. HalI?ern has. provided a ing v/hether this carelessness extends to more
L:~~-ne~ed and _lm~~sslve warmng. His main important matters than names.

effective section of the book
is that which describes the three countries today.
Mr. Halpern's account could hardly have been
bettered: it is lucid, detailed, and convincing,
providing a searching analys'is of the economy,
social dynamics, and pol;iticai movements in
each 'country. Economic and social questions are
dealt with in impressive depth, making the book
stand out among accounts of modem Africa,
which are too of.ten content to describe spectacular pol'itical personalities and events with
only fieetiOg references to their economic and
social origins. I t is in dealing with economic
developmeo t that the indictment against Great
Britain is most damning: not only has she
held back the comparatively small sums which
would have made -significant -development in
Lesotho aod Botswana possible, in particular
in the caseS of the former's Ox-Bow scheme and
the latter's Okavango project; but in the case of
Swaziland, where the country's very rich natural
resources have attracted large-scale capital from
outside her borders, Britain has abdicated her
role of trustee for the Swazi people. No serious
attempt has been made to secure Swazi particiI.:;atio:l ·in pioduct." 0::.1 er ow'nership, and the difficulties in the way of any future government of
Swaziland which wishes to transfonn the economy in a socialist direction have been enormously and unnecessarily increased by Britain's
assumption that foreign capitalists should be
encouraged to entrench themselves in every
significant sector of SVlaziland's economic life.
BY FAR TI-IE MOS T

THE LAS'l" SECTION of the book, which is con..
cerned with the future, combines warnings of
the intentions of the Republic of South Africa,
and of the circumstances in each country which
may make it succumb to South African pressure,
with a suggested remedy, namely that Britain
should at once give economic aid "freely and
generously". The whole section, while it contains much sound common sense, suffers from
being somewhat diffuse and repetitive, and as a
result it lacks punch. If it is intended, furthermore, to appeal to British politicians, would it
not have been realistic to have coupled what is
essentially an appeal to the conscience with
arguments showing that such aid would be in
Britain's long-term interest? Finally, there is
throughout the book, and particularly in the
concluding section, surprisingly little reference
to the United Nations Organisation: is not
that organisation likely to be a more willing
guarantor of the ·three countries' political
independence and a more hopeful source of -aid
than Britaio, who even under a Labour government has shown herself over the issue of
Rhodesia as reluctant to disturb her profitable
commercial partnership 'with the Republic of
South Africa?
•
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Hauling down
the flag
at Mochudi

SO THERE Vi AS BESSIE HEAD in Francistown
and me in Mochudi, and all the top people
in Gaberones, the capital. Did Bessie think
of me? I know I thought of her! I t is part
of the white myth that Francistown, which
is really a wretched little place, like a 'wild
west town in an old fashioned movie, is
dignified as a tov/n while Mochudi with
almost 18,000 people living in it, and for
that matter Serowe with 30,000, are officially villages. Sorne funny things are done
with translation, both in Africa and India;
we are beginning to known that.
We had a full programme of Independence events in Mochudi, but most of them
had stayed on paper. Far too much of it
was imitation European, organised sports
and lunches and cocktail parties. If that sort
of thing is to come off, it has to be
thoroughly organised beforehand. It 'vvasn't.
How much better to have had everything
spontaneous, African fashion! It \vas all
much more casual at Bokaa where 'I was
on the afternoon before Independence, and
goodness, what fun it was, how we all laughed and sang! Earlier, I had got Bokaa

NAOMI
MITCHISON

Lady Mitchison, a nlember
of the Ba~<gatla tribe in
Botswana, visits her
people for Independence.

some money from the Glasgoyv cOll1ll1ittee of
War on Want; it wasn't very 'much, perhaps,
but it was their own to spend, people to
people. And now they had a splendid dam;
today it must be brimming with water after
the rain. They were cutting the bushes below
for a big vegetable garden for the village.
Coming back, hand in hand vvith Chief
Raditladi of Bokaa, we ran into a singing
regiment, Machalna, I think. I would have
withdrawn lTIodestly, as befits a v/oman,
circling round the edge and tongue shrilling,
eyeing the warriors; but dear Raditladi
didn't let go my hand, \ve were both surrounded.
"vas the singing of
the regiments. It had been going on evening
after evening at Mochudi. That last evening,
I had lost everyone in the general chaos,
and drove up to Sethebong to see \vhat \vas
on. A man with a war axe jumped in front
of the car; I stopped, pretending to be
frightened, and another man \vith a spear
rushed up. They pulled me out: "Mother,
see how sharp they are! See hOVl we are
FOR ME, INDEPENDENCE

IT

BRINGS

YOU

NEWS ABOUT

gUJJ.'C:Eng: you!~' .A.cd then " Mother, come

and greet your sons!" For there were the
reglE1ents-, dr.:nking, singing, happy and
proud. For 'the regiments, the 1naphato, are
the pride of the tribe, the hean of 'the
tribal organisation. People have to be proud,
they have to have confidence. For three
generations the people of Botswana have
been told, b missions and colonial service,
that the white man kno"Ns best about everything from electricity to God; our own best
was never good enough. That dies hard. But
the rnaphato were ours, even if the missions
interfered with some of what they once did
ror people. The older ones had built the
schools, made roads; Mochudi \vas their
doing, our dear Mochudi. When I dance
with my O\VD 1nophato, Matshego, I feel
our sisterhood in every movement, every
gust of laughter, every touch of hands or
cheeks. And this confidence - we shall need
every last ounce of it if we are going to
Inake a success of our difficult independence.
Then it was midni{!ht. I had \vritten
earlier on to ask if I ~ight haul dO~7n the
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flag in kgotla. I felt it was my right. That
was agreed. But there were frew people
there; it was a terrible night of cold sand
storms and I had given my coat to my dear
little daughter, our new queen, the Mohumagadi Kathleen. For her, one of the tribe
but brought up in Johannesburg, this was
very moving. Think of her, an African girl,
educated, intelligent, but because she had
to live under apartheid, never able to come
to flo\ver, then accepting 'whole-heartedly
two things - life among a tribe and a \vhite
mother. As to the first, I heard her say
fiercely to a friend from the Republic
" This is civilisation!". For the second, I
know.
SO THERE I WAS IN kgotla, looking carefully
at the halyards on the flag pole, determined
to make a good job of it. That union jack
I'd seen so often. I said to myself that
there were two flags I might have minded

LIVING WITH "THEM"
New York, November 1966
BETTER THAN A FULL decade into the legal
changes initiated by the Supreme Court's
School Desegregation Decision, the pers'istent hope has been that the social changes
will be coming along sooner or later. But
racial attitudes in particular seem to remain
ossified in America.
Tex joined my V.S. Forest Service firefighting crew late in July. "There's a new
one over by the office. It's a nigger." This
was called to all in the barracks by an
earnest young California Mormon who spent
his days off surfing and is now finishing
university.
" Not another nigger . . . ," was the
first reaction of a Papago Indian from
Arizona. Then for the few ,minutes until
Tex walked into the room to claim his bed,
the profane conversation \vas man after
man'; vilest testimony against having to live
with "them."
TEX CAME SWINGING in, his equipment
hanging loose in his arms. He dropped his
things on one of the three em.pty beds,
straightened up., grinned at all of us and
sauntered back outside. He looked as

pulling down; one the saltire of Scotland
which was eaten up by the union flag, the
other the Dannebrog of Denmark, which is
not stained by colonialism. But this one?
No. I pulled it down carefully, avoiding the
guy wires. The new flag went up. And 'the
spearman of the mophato leaped in front of
the small crowd, raising his spear and shouting " Lefatse, lefatse " - the land, the land.
He was perhaps People's Party. Do these
labels matter? ~ put my hand over his
on the wooden shaft of the spear, looking up
at our new flag; he put his arm round my
shoulder and then behind there were friends
speaking about me. Mmarona, our mother.
But there was one more thing, the bonfire
on the top of Phapane; it had been lit at
midnight. South in Gaberones they could
see it against the sky. We climbed in the
dark, the cold wind biting at us. It was
the Scouts who had organised this. I am
inclined to think that a country like Bots-

nervous as I was.
Before evening I managed to talk privately with the two other people in the fire
camp who were not overt racial bigots. We
discarded the idea of one of us standing
up and giving the assembled camp a lecture
on racism, concluding that all we could
do was try to assure that the same thing
would not happen to Tex as had to the
naive and awkward 18-year-old from Watts
who had not returned to the camp from his
first days off. His week of ridicule had
culminated in a viciously jocular good old
American "snipe hunt" - on which the
unexpecting is taken far out into the night
to wait holding an open bag for non-existent snipe to enter. The refinements of the
Watts boy's snipe hunt had been diverse
and racialistically very imaginative.
BUT TEX HAD NONE of the innocent glaucous
of the fool from Watts. Tex, it turned out,
was an accomplished athlete and musician,
recently moved to Los Angeles from Corpus
Christi, Texas. A delightful individual, he
captured the attentive interest of everyone
in the fire camp within a matter of hours.
Tex went on his first fire just a few days
after his arr'ival. We were flown by helicopter to the depths of burning canyon and
there spent a day and a half halting the
fire's advance. Tex worked well and never
flagged, even though the smoke and heat
conditions were extreme. He did much
better on his first fire than most others had
done.
It also developed that Tex was a walker
and climber of unusual capacity, qualities
which are held very high among forest fire
fighters. So ostensibly he fitted 'into our crew
very well.
But the behind-the-hand r3cial abuse continned - th~re \vas even one Inan, the son of
an insurance n1a.n from one of the \vealthy
suburbs of l-,os A!l2:cles~ yvho v'lould use the
word" !:.i~ger " in f~ont 'of Tex vlithout even
a break £or- apology. Tex \vould just look at

wana can absorb Boy Scouts, turn them
into its own, make them another source of
confidence. If we leave them as alien importation they will do us no good. Vp
there I met another white, our v.s.a.
printer. He has managed to start a small
but essential industry and is training boys
into at least a semi-skill position, and a
decent wage. Like me, he wanders about
Mochud'i, listening to the singing, becoming
absorbed, sometimes finding a hand slipped
into his. As someone said to me "Oh, we
don't think of Johnnie as a white."
There was singing too on ·the top of
Phapane, round the bonfire; I sheltered
under half of somebody's coat. But coming
down the steep path was difficult; I kept
on slipping, my sandals got full of little
stones. And all the time I was being helped,
holding on to a strong arm, with laughter
and friendship all round me, the dear
Batswana, of whom I am one.
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him glumly and try to change the subject.
IN COMPLIANCE \VITH FEDERAL Government
policy, not long ago the Forest Service
issued a directive to the effect that each
district in each National Forest in the land
must have, at all times, at least two Negroes
in its employ. In this way officialdom feels
that it has done about all it can to erase
discrimination in its sphere. But almost to
a man the career Forest Service officers who
came 'in contact with Tex were vociferous
racists 'behind his back. It was a conflict with
one of these men, Tex's immediate supervisor, which helped to bring Tex's life as
a firefighter to a close.
TEX HAD A BROTHER back in Corpus Christi,
a Protestant minister, 'who was to be married
early in September. Tex was to be the best
man. Weeks before the event he asked his
supervisor for permission to take leave so
that he could attend the ceremony. Repeatedly the supervisor mockingly accused Tex
of lying, refusing all along to grant the
leave. When Tex left the camp for his regular days off a few days before the wedding,
he told me that he would not be coming
back for nearly a week. He knew that the
Forest Service was not allowed to discharge
an employee unless he was absent for ten
days.
While Tex was away, we were flown to a
large fire in Northern California which lasted for more than a week. When we returned
Tex was not around the camp. I found out
later, when I located him in the city, that he
had come back to camp, found nobody there,
and, knowing that his ten days were up, had
left-the job for good.
He told me that he had not minded leaving the job anyway because he was due to be
drafted into the Army in a matter of weeks.
And he said that he \vas not unhappy to go
and join the Army with its lTIOre strictly
enforced desegregation policies, even though I
he realised that he \vould most probably be I
in ~vietnam for Christmas.
1
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HARSH BUDGETS &
HARSHER
REGINALD
HERBOLD GREEN
FACTS
Taxation and development
in East Africa

THE POWER TO TAX is the power to govern. A state without
effective taxing authority is either powerless or dependent on its
inanciers. The more pressing the popular demand for public
services and the fruits of national development and the more
ambitious the government's plans (whether sound or foolish,
popular or elitist) the greater the share of domestic production
which must be collected in taxes.
In 1964 Professor Paul Clark and Dr. Brian van Arkadie posed
the warning that capacity to raise taxes would prove tightest
constraint on East African development over the next decade.
Economists - unlike Treasury officials - have usually viewed
the question of raising tax revenues as a matter of fairly minor
technical and rate adjustments. Public finance is usually the study
of details of different taxes and collection systems. Economists and
Treasury officials alike rarely try to forecast their government's
requirements in tax receipts in the medium run. Nor do they try
to build a tax system capable of raising these sums while conforming to national criteria of equity or social justice.
In 1965-66 domestic recurrent budget receipts of the three
East African states totalled £ 127-million. In the middle 1960's
recurrent expenses have tended to exceed domestic revenues with
reserves or foreign aid filling the gap. Development finance raised
from domestic tax has become negligible. In half a decade domes~ic
recurrent budget demands will total nearly £250-million and
domestic finance for development will call for over £30-million
annually. The latter is vital both because a development plan whose
public sector is totally financed by foreign aid is - in fact if
not in name - designed and determined by the donors, and
because relatively litrle foreign aid is normally available without
domestic finance to cover local costs.

FOUR ISSUES FACE EAST AFRICA in the tax field. One, what can
be done to attain full coverage of recurrent budget expenditures
and a surplus toward development spending now? Two, to what
extent can the tax system be revised so receipts will grow
parallel to expenditure needs without constant rate increases or
new taxes? Three, how can an equitable and operational tax
system resulting in a just distribution of public costs and uniform
collection from all tax payers be achieved? Four, what does tax
reform mean for the East or Eestern Africa economic communitv?
These questions - and the roads toward answering them" are most clearly read from 1965-66 Ugandan experience. Uganda
arrived at a fiscal crisis earlier than its neighbours and has faced it
forthrightly - at least on the short-term front. Kenya - buoyed
by much higher foreign receipts - has a longer period to adjust
its tax system. Tanzania - where the key liIPjtations are personnel
and (thanks largely to UDI) foreign development assistance - has
adopted a consolidation budget as a prelude to serious mx structure
reform within two years. Uganda is not inique - its experience
can be highly relevant to Kenya and Tanzania as well as to
other African States, not least in showing pitfalls to avoid, and
the limited times won by even draconic short-run measures.
The year 1965-66 saw Uganda run a £1.6-million deficit on
recurrent expenditure. This came despite receipts that were

£2-million over the initial estimates, because expenditures also
overshot, although only by £1.5-million. Adding development
spending financed by Ugandan resources, the deficit came to
£5.8-million, very largely ending as a drain on foreign reserves.
These fell to perhaps £18-million (counting Uganda's share of
currency board tssets) in January 1966. With anticipated 1966
deficits from private and marketing board transactions estimated
at over £4-million, the reserve position left no room for coverin:
further development or recurrent revenue-expenditure gaps.
was the result of 1965-66's " soft" budget.
Had it been balanced on recurrent account initially and had
recurrent spending been held to estimates, then 1966-67 could
have been an interim budget with some use of the £4-million
in reserves thus husbanded on development account. However,
the basic problems run much deeper - sharp changes \n~re
inevitable by 1968-69 if not in 1966-67.
On the one hand Work for Progress calls for a rise in government recurrent expenditure from £43-million to £63-million and in
development spending from £12-million to £22-million over
1966-67. All of the recurrent. and at least £8-1O-million of the
development, costs must be raised locally, as against about £41million total domestic revenue in 1965-66. The annual rate of
increase needed is about 13.9% over 1965-66-19'70-71 or about
1. 75 times as fast as domestic produce growth goals of 7.3 %.
On the other hand, Uganda's tax system is not buoyant. The
nature of taxes is such that a 1% increase in monetary domestic
product results in a .6-8% increase in tax revenue at constant
rates and levies. The progress of industrialisation (reducing the
share of imported manufactures in national product and thus slowing the growth of customs receipts) and the expected price trends
for major exports (slashing export duty receipts relative to domestic
product and perhaps even absolutely) underlie this unsatisfactory
pattern. If monetary output grows 7.3% a year as planned, proceeds
from present taxes at present rates cannot be expected to grow
more than 5-6% a year - providing less than half of the required
domestic revenue growth.
Further, the tax system is not fully in accordance with the
principles of social justice emphasised in the plan. Income tax
alone is really progressive. Customs duties have a mixed impact
but on balance may be regressive as a number of low income
group consumption needs are highly taxed. Excise duties are
almost certainly regressive at least for tr:ose with cash incomes
over £75-100 a year.
Even in the case of income tax, equity problems arise. Those
with total incomes under £1,000 - 30 times the national average
- pay very little tax unless single. The parallel income in relation
to average product in the USA would be on the order of £35,000
and attract very considerable taxation indeed. Further there is a
widespread belief that self-employed professionals, individual businesses and corporate entities avoid or evade tax on a large scale.
Certainly the 1956-6 tax system could neither hope to cover
1966-71 expenditure requirements nor to distribute the costs of
development to its beneficiaries. In particular the £100-600
income group - who should benefit substantially and be joined by
THE IMMEDIATE CRISIS

many additional farmers and wage earnerswould pay very little ~nd the over-£600 group
would remain lightly taxed considering their
relative income status.
The 1966-7 Budget faces the first question
with a vigour deserving the title of draconic.
Recurrent expenditures are to be held to one
half million over 1965-6 estimates - £ 1 million
below 1966-7 outturn. Domestic revenues are
to be boosted by £6 million - all in taxesto £44.5 allowinga £.5 million recurrent surplus \for the development account.
The overall domestic revenue increase is
15.6%, somewhat above the needed trend rate
and allowing a 12% annual rate over the next
four years. Let us assume that recurrent expenditure can be held in line - doubtful in the case
of security, 'given the aftermath of insurrection,
and in health, because staffing of new facilities
and services to additional patients seem inadequately covered. Let us also assume that the
tax estimates are correct, and this is probably
a valid assumption - indeed they may be conservative. These assumptions being correct, then
the immediate fiscal crisis has been hurdled.

Ex-amination reveals a number of problems,
however. The 1966-7 monetary product is
expected to rise between £8 and £10 million
over the 1965-6 figure. To take 60-75% in taxes
(up to 100% if reductions in cotton and coffee
board prices to break-even levels are carried out
in full this year!) is practicable for one or tw'O
years but scarcely for more. Indeed, the political
courage shown in taking the risk of unpopularity now in order to achieve fa higher growth
rate, which in turn would make future tax
increase requirements less unpalatable, is of a
high order. It will payoff if 6.5-7.5% growth
rates (14 million rising to £20 million annual
output increases by 1971) result speedily. This
is in paN a gamble on weather 'and world
prices, and in part 'a staking of political stability
on the effectiveness of economic policy.
Of the new tax revenue only a quarter is to
come from rises in existing sources responding
to higher income. About ·a third is sought from
higher customs, excise, and consumption duties,
a seventh from copper export taxes, and a
quarter from a 5% development levy on incomes over £200 a year. For long run purposes
these -taxes are less than fully satisfactory.
They are not very progressive - albeit mildly
so. While they plug some losses due to import
substitution excise-consumer-use taxes the manner is specific not co-ordinated. The copper tax
yield cannot be expected to rise over time. A
development levy of this type does affect the
£200-600 group and shotrld be 'buoyant but it
is a rather blunt instrument and likely to prove
unpopular if the stated "once for all" period
should turn out to be ~, all time" and not this
year or this plan. It is, indeed, an index of
popular support for government economic policy
that a not inconsiderable number of people have
thought the levy for the plan period C'five years)
reasormble and !accepted it - if resignedly not
enthusiastically - as such.

tax system must be based
primarily on those portions of monetary income
which rise rapidly with development and/or on
those types of purchases which expand at a
rate at least equal to domestic product. External
trade levies - while very significant absolutely
A LONG-RUN BOUYANT

for the foreseeable future - will necessarily
yield revenues growing less 'rapidly than output
because there is no prospect of imports, let alone
exports, growing 'as rapidly as the overall
economy.
Obstacles to rapid rises of income tax revenues
centre on assessment 'and collection for other than
wage- 'and saliary-earners, on rates in the £ 1001,000 range, and on public acceptability. Unless
the first problem is solved :the latter two are
insoluble. Wage and salary earners in the under£1,000 bracket cannot equitably be rtaxed if
businessmen and independent profession1a'ls can
avoid or evade tax. To try is to create s·een injustice of sacrifice, which is to undennine the
political basis of the entire tax,and for that
matter political, system.
More efflective assessment and collection
depends on making it worthwhile to prepare
accurate returns 'and providing the staff to
check a1'1 large (say over £ 1,000 tax due) and a
sample of all returns. A two-pronged attack
could be devised posing "'arbitrary assessment"
or accurate :accounts as options to the taxpayer
and greatly expanding the assessing, auditing,
and legal staffs.
The first would apply to self-employed by
group: e.g. an independent lawyer would pay tax
on £5,000 earnings unless he could demonstrate
he had lower net receipts, a taxi owner-operator
on, say, £500. Assessment levels s'hould be
raised until most people found it "profitable"
to produce adequate 'accounts not pay the arbitrary figure. For businesses a parallel system
applying rough profit margin rates to turnover
estimates could be used. Great 'accuracy is not
needed - what is essential is to make it expensive not to keep and produce accurate accounts.

Auditing ·and l'egal services in East Africaas in other former British colonies - are horrifyingly inadequate. Often they 'amount to liittle
more than adding up returns for internal consistency ·and prosecuting the most obvious cases
of fraud and delinquency. The careful scrutiny
of data presented and the rigorous prosecution
of delinquents, combined with legal revisions
to eliminate loopholes, char-acteristic of UK or
USA revenue authorities, is all too noticeably
absent. So long 'as w,ealthy individuals and large
firms have :access to first-rate accounting and
legal talent, !So must any government hoping to
collect the taxes genuinely due it.
Broadening the tax base to in'clude lower
income groups than at present faces severe
operational probl'ems. If the efflective income
level for the tax were £200 \before deductions)
not £1,000 there would be about 200,000
returns as opposed to 20,000. An alternativeespec·ially for transferring the share of local
government costs now met by the Central
Government to l'Ocal :authorities - 'would be to
restructure the graduated personal tax. If it
began at 25/ :and ran to 1,000/ on a scale
which rendered it truly progressive, substantially
increased revenues 'would result.
However, consumption levies hold more
medium-run promise than dO income taxes. They
are easier to fonnulate and coUect and are more
favourable to savings promotion. l'f levied rates
are tied to budget study data on consumption
patterns, they can be progressive at least to
£2,500 (after which surt'ax would be effective
in achieving progressiveness). Again a twopronged 'approach is needed.

First, a 4-6% wholesale level sales tax should
be placed on rents over £10 a month, construction of dwellings over £200 in value, and all
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consumer goods except unprocessed and· handprocessed foodstuffs -and charcoal.
The exceptions both m'ake the tax burden on
those with cash incomes under £ 100 }light and
make collection - at point of import, factory,
or wholesale outlet - ftairly simple.
Secondly, "purchase" taxes of 20-50%
(above present import duties) fshould be levied
on th'at approximate fifth of oonsumptiion which
is made up of amenities 'and luxuries marginally
consum·ed by the £200-600 income class and
dominantly by the £600-plus salariat and business-professional community.
Examples include: residential construction
over £ 1,000 per family, rents over £20 a month,
automobiles and equipment, electrical appliances
and high quality furniture and furnishings,
high-'oost clothing and textiles, luxury foods and
beverages, photographic equipment and supplies
(now subj'ect to no duty or excise), radios costing
over £10 and gramophones, tape recorders and
records.

The programme proposed is fairly ruthless
for hiigh income groups (including the author!).
It has four virtues. The taxes are collectable.
Overall tax burden is related to income and to
benefits from government expenditure, e.g. the
salariat are largely the products of public education, 'the business community benefits from
government-stimulated develbpment. All the new
taxes 'are buoyant - their balses will grow as
fast or faster than gross domestic product. Finally, and vitally, t1his set of taxes would yield
the needed revenue.
The needed growth in domestic revenue
(1965-6 - 1970-1) is in the order of £32 million.
Of 11hisabout £6 was acquired in the 1966-7
Budget. Of the remainder perhaps £10 million
will come from growth existing tax revenues
at present rates and £2 milHon from non-tax
dom'estic revenues.
The two consumption taxes outlined cOll1c1
yield £10-12 million.
Better income tax assessment 'and collection
should be able to increase proceeds by £2.5
million land a revised GPT by £1.5 - 2.5 million
fora total of :£ 14-17, asagainst la gap of £ 14
million unmeetable from growth of present
sources of domestic revenue.

The power to tax is - if misused - the
power to destroy, but it also is the power to
develop. There is noway to secure rapid economic growth in Africa without even more
rapidly rising tax revenues. To attain these will
require more !Careful overall planning of tax
policy in the framework of expenditure requirements on the one hand and social justice on the
other. Alike, these considerations require that
the beneficiaries of development - including
thos'e in the £200-600 cash income range as
well a'S the over-£600 African economic elitepay 'higher taxes both absolutely and as a
share of income immediately and for the foreseeable future.
Failure to layout and implement such a
strategy can lead only to increased dependence
on foreign financing, fiailure to achieve development goals, rapid inflation, and an erosion of
the social ·and political cohesion necessary to
all phases of nlational development. The price
of economically sU'ccessful and politically viable
development in Africa today is aust'erity for
the rich 'and the semi-rich, a's well as for the
low income groups, wh~ areaH too used to it.
Refus·al by the economic elite to pay this price
will doubtless be pleasanter in the short run. Facile descensus avernum.
•
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Nigerians

THE FIRST NIGERIAN I GOT to know well

enough to discuss politics with was a
Fulani, Alhaji Ismaila. In 1957 independence and even self-government were still
well over the horizon as far as the North
was concerned. Northerners were afraid
that the educated and westernised South Yoruba as well as Ibo - was waiting to
take advantage of the British departure to
exploit and dominate their backward region.
Few Northerners were sufficiently qualified
to be appointed to the technical, administrative and even clerical posts of the civil
service, or to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the region's growing
commercial and industrial enterprises. The
chaos in which the Ibo exodus in recent
weeks has left the Northern Region indi:
cates that the progress which has been
made since then is far from spectacular,
but it is not too late to bridge this edu- cational gap which divides Nigeria. Nor is
it too late to overcome the tribal differences
which are not nearly as static and ingrained
as they appear to many people today.
Alhaji Ismaila was an exception: shrewd
and hard-working, he had been able to draw
on his peoples' traditional knowledge of
cattle and herding to work his way up to
a senior post in the Ministry of Animal
Health. In this capacity he had travelled
extensively in the South, particularly in
the Ibo Ea'stern Region and the Cameroons
which then were still administrated as part
of the country. He often told me about this
experience, and how on .these jou~neys .he
had always tied a long pIece of strIng WIth
a rooster at the other end to his toe at
night. With the aid of this home-made
alarm clock he rose at cock-crow every
morning to study until breakfast.: he had
set himself the task of translatlng unrecorded Fulani literature traditional
drama - into the Hausa language, work
for which he was later recognised.
He was certainly a scholar, but he was
not unduly concerned about the Northern
lack of education. "Tell me who is more
civilised," he demanded of me, " the Godfearing, law-abiding communities in the
North - illiterate though they may be where strangers can walk safely, by day and
by night; or the Southern communities
where nobody is safe, where people are
afraid to travel unaccompanied between
village and village, and where strangers- are
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apt to disappear at night. I don't care how
literate they are, and even if everyone of
them can read and write English, people like
that are not civilised! "
I asked him what he meant; why were
strangers unsafe in the southern regions?
He shrugged. "'Christianity there is only
a veneer." Pressed further, he brought out
the old stories of ritual murder and cannibalism which the Moslem North believes
about -che High Forest tribes. I remonstrated
\vith him. "Surely you don't believe that?
Have you personally come across any evidence in support of it?" There may be
occasional cases, of ritual murder, but cannibalism of the cooking-pot variety - the
catching and eating of strangers - is not
and never has been practised in Nigeria, or
anywhere else in Africa, despite generations
of hear-say reports. .
Ismaila admitted as much. What, then,
was his real reason for disliking the people
from the other regions? "I will tell you:
wherever you see a double-storey, it belongs
to an Ibo," he said, flashing me a rueful
smile.
Double-storey houses are a sign of considerable affluence and social standing in
Nigeria, where ,most buildings are of ,the
bungalow type. They usually contain a store,
workshop or office, the premises in which the
wealth to build them was derived. That so
many of them in the North belonged to
Ibos from the Eastern Region was a measure
of Ibo industry and enterprise. Of course,
Ismaila's feelings were representative of
most Northerners whose political awareness
incorporated the resentment of the material
success achieved in their region by members
of the southern, tribes who were often very
tactless in flouting their advantage and the
power that went with it, panicularly when
they occupied official positions. But the
Northern resentment was anti-Ibo only
insofar as Ibos happened to form the large
majority in the southern communities which
'were growing up throughout the North.
It is was a tribal antagonism which was
dictated by economic conditions; intrinsically it was free from racial feeling and it
was not hallowed by tradition, ~s some
people maintained, though religious prejudice had something to do with it.
THE SITUATION in 1957. By
when the NPC of the North had

THIS, WAS

1959 -

will unalterable facts of
regional hostility keep
Nigeria's major groups apart?
An individual's experience

entered into a coalition with the NCNC in
the East to provide Nigeria with the government under which it attained independence - tribal attitudes had already started
to change. This shift was reflected in many
ways through public utterances by leading
figures, in ne\vspaper columns and interregional traffic, but to me it was brought
home by the amazing transJormation in the
oudook of an old friend, a senior Councillor
from Kano. This gentleman was an ultra- '
conservative traditionalist who before independence had told me that he would " never
sit next to one of those Ibo pagans." He
was elected to the Lagos House of Representatives in 1959, and when I met him a
year later, I asked him how he got on
with his Iba colleagues in parliament.
" Allah!" he laughed. "They are almost
human!" Then, more seriously: I don't
only sit with them, I also eat with them!"
In Nigerian terms this denotes social intimacy. One does not share a meal with a
despised inferior. Now that the Ibos were
political allies, they had ceased to be unwelcome intruders. Tribal feelings were responding to political reality.
It was now the turn of the Yorubas to
become the hated tribe in the North. The
Yorubas were synonymous to Northern
minds with the hated Action Group whose
leader, Chief Awolowo, had conducted an
election campaign employing helicopters,
which were said to intrude on the privacy
of Moslem households, and a regiment of
Western 'Region lawyers who threatened the
authority of the Northern customary courts.
I was in Lagos during the Nigerian independence celebrations, and a well-known
London journalist who wanted to learn
something about tribal relations within the
new nation asked me, to introduce him to
a friend of mine, a Nigerian diplomat whom
I regarded and still regard as representative
of the most liberal type of Northern intellectual. The atmosphere was relaxed - the
two men knew each other by reputation and in the conversation that ensued my
Northern friend denied that there had ever
been reason to believe that Northerners
would be unable to get on with their Eastern fellow-citizens. ' We must forget all
that tribal talk now," he said. "We m~st
cease to regard ourselves as Ibos or Hausas
or Fulanjs or Tiv~, we must think of ourselves as ~igeriaris rather, tha~ ,,~nything
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the massacre of thousands of innocent Ibos
in Northern towns.

10

else." There was a slight pause. Then he
added, "With one exception,· of course -:you can never trust a Yoruba. They are an
irresponsible, corrupt and utterly unreliable
tribe." Despite our shocked silence he stuck
to this opinion and would not even concede
that it is dangerous to generalise on such
points.
The Yorubas remained the target of
Northern antagonism until 1962, when the
political crisis in the Western Region and
the trial of Chief Awolowo on charges of
treasonable felony put a different government in power in the West, providing a
new Yoruba ally for the Northern Region.
This came at a time when the NCN'C/NPC
coalition was beginning to crack under the
strain of the census controversy and a host
of other differences between the regions,
and President Azikiwe - an Ibo - became
the target of vicious political attacks from
the North. I met my friend, the diplomat,
again at that time and heard him defend
the honesty of Chief Awolowo's successor,
Chief Akintola, and I reminded him of
what he had said about the Y orubas at
the time of independence. He could not
remember the incident at first, but after a
while his memory returned. "Ah, well,"
he said, "we live and learn. Besides, the

truth is now beginning to emerge ab~~t our
so-called allies from the East~" He ,recited
a long list of incidents to show how the
·NCNC was trying to undermine the authority of Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, the
.Prime Minister, who was of course a Northerner. "Perhaps we were foolish to expect
more from these people. They have no
tradition of civilised government, these Ibo
pagans."
. I would like to say he did not really
mean it, but he meant it - at the time.
The animosity against the Ibos continue'd
to grow in the North, recalling all the old
resentments and adding a host of new
grievances. The stories about Ibo cannibalism received new impetus through scurrilous
cartoons of the cooking-pot variety which
appeared in Northern papers, and the trend
accelerated with the January military coup
- allegedly engineered by Ibos on behalf
of their tribe - which seemed proof of the
Ibo detennination to dominate and exploit
the helpless North. In reality it was nothing
of the kind, but the North was convinced
that it was about to lose not only its economic and political self-determination, but
also its cultural and religious heritage to
those "pagan upstarts" from the Eastern
region. The \\Thole affair culminated with

MANY OBSERVERS THESE recent events
have put pa'id to any hopes of forging the
various tribes of Nigeria into a single
nations. To me, this judgment seems premature. I believe tribal feelings in Nigeria
to be detemrined by economic and political
considerations, and not by any inherent
and unalterable factors of tribal life. They
resemble the national and patriotic feelings
of European nations. The hated Germans
whom the British fought at the cost of
so much suffering a couple of decades ago
are now valued allies and, to many people
in Britain, preferable to ~eir French cqmrades of yesterday" Who would have predicted in 1945 that this change of attitude
would be publicly stated in 1965? There
are those who argue that no comparison can
be made between the power-pattern of
European nations and African tribal rehitions, hut I think that the only difference is
the degree of soph1istication - or, to be
:more precise, the amount of hypocrisy
which cloaks diplomatic exchanges.
, I have not touched on the ups and downs
of Ibo-Yoruba relations, or the relations between the many other tribes which form
part of the Nigerian state and which ofte'n
have the power to affect Nigeria's precarious
balance of power. But they are subject to
economic factors and they change as political attitudes change. Last week an Ibo
friend told me that he wO,:!ld prefer to
see his region in alliance with the North
rather than with the " treacherous" Yoruba
West. As he had been most violent lin his
reaction to the persecution suffered by his
people in the North - at the time, the
depth of his bitterness and his desire for
revenge seemed to know no bounds - this
choice, however mistaken in its motives,
indicates that the chances for a reconciliation in Nigeria are greater than may appear
from current accounts.
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